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CUAPi’iK-i

IKTIQDUCJION

-ndia is predominantly an agrarian country. About 
half of the country’s national income is derived mainly 
from the agriculture sector, dearly seventy percent of the 
population depends on agriculture for their livelihood. 
Inuian Agriculture have secured tremendous achievements 
during the past few decades. Remarkable progress has been 
achieved through transformation of modern agricultural 
teachniques. during the forth and fifth five year plans, 
more emphasis were given to agricultural production through 
the desemination of agricultural technology to grass root 
level and implimentation of more developmental programmes.

Inspite of all the glorious achievements, the 
production of foodgrains and economic upliftment of the 
ryots, who live under the poverty line is not yet reached 
upto the expected level. One of the m a m  reasons attnouted 
to these situation is the illiteracy and poor socio-economic 
status of the farmer. It is an admitted fact that the 
improved low cost technologies derived from research have 
not percolated down to the neady peasants uniformally in
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time. Kerala State is not an exemption to this fact*
,>bout 36,355 sq* hn, land produced 25.45 million feonss of 
focd grain.

however the mounting population pressure will result 
in the reduction of cultivable land and will also limit its 
productivity year by year and is standing as a stumbling 
blocx in the avenue of agricultural production in the state, 
substantial level of agricultural production and income may 
not be possible without a powerful extension machinery which 
have the capaoility of connecting the farmer^ with the 
improved agricultural production technology, that is relevant 
to the local situations and the farmers needs, A massive 
improvement requires protessionaly sound and functionally 
effective extension and research system. Kerala Government 
have impilmented programma for raising farmers production 
and income through the 9anor*o Training arxl Hsit {? and V) 
system of: agricultural extension assisted by tha world sank.

tn Kerala £ and v system was introduced in fchre© 
districts via Trivandrum, tuilon and tlleppey during 1981 
on a pilot basis, setter utilisation of resources and 
advantages of the system nas encouraged its extension to 
the remaining districts during 1983. The T and v system
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of agricultural extension aims to build a professional 
extension service capable of assisting the raising of 
farmers‘ production and Income and of providing appropriate 
support for agricultural development. The main idea of the 
system is to have competent and well-informed VLWa wno 
visit the contact fanner's field regularly in a fixed 
interval, convey relevant, up to date, and low cost 
tecrmicai <nessagcs suited to the locality developed by the 
researchers in the monthly workshop, Vi^S collect farmers' 
problems related tu tne adoption of new technology and feed 
back to researchers for finding out suitable solutions.
Vhi4i, mainly coventrate the contact farmers. The contact 
farmers represent as demonstrators of introduced reeossianded 
practices for the other non contact farmers* The rate of 
adoption of raeommandad messages were adversely afrected 
by many factors like administrative sat up and functioning 
of the r and V system, production and diss>esnination oi 
productive messages and nonavailability of infrastructural 
facilities of officials as well as the contact farmers under 
the training and visit system.

tne ultimate purpose of this system i® the creation 
of a dynamic link between the farmers, professional 
extension workers and researchers. Thai extension staff
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must keep in close touch with relevant scientific 
development and research, in order to formulate specific 
useful production recommendations for farmers of different 
resource situation, Extension workers must identify 
production constraints in the field and develop appropriate 
measures to counter them. The effectiveness of this system 
depends on the production of messages and to raac^ many 
farmers quickly and regularly. This may be achieved 
through the fixed regular schedule of visits to farmers 
field by the V M S  and other extension staff. Production 
recommendations are formulated in the monthly workshop.

This study is intended to find out the important 
constraints perceived by the officials as wall as the 
contact farmers m  the successful implementation of the 
system. The following objectives have been formulated for 
the study.

1. To analyse the major administrative constraints in 
implementing training and visit system in Kerala as 
perceived by the contact farmers and extension personnel.

2, TO study the constraints felt by the personnel and the 
mod® of dissemination of messages from monthly 
workshop to contact farmers.
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3. To Identify the infrastructural constraints in the 
adoption of massages within the T and V system.

4. To correlate the extent of adoption of improved farm 
practices in rice and coconut with the constraints.

d copb of the study

The Training and Visit system was introduced in 
Kerala in the year 1931 and since then it is functioning m  

the state, an effective iraplimentation of the T and V system 
is possible only if an analytical scudy is undertaken and 
shortfalls if any in the system is arought to lime light.
In Kerala no such studies have baen reported so far. Honce 
a study of this kind will help to understand the important 
constraints faced ay the personnel and contact farmers, thus 
increasing the effectiveness of r and v programme in ths -tate.

LiroJ tatlon of the study ’

This study has baen undertaken only as a part 
requirement for the j1, sc. (Ag.) programme and so it was not, 
possible for the student investigator to explore the area 
in greater depth and in a more conprehensive manner, Even 
then with limited time and resources available to tho
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student researcher, all representative districts of the 
agroclimatic ragions in the state have been included for 
feb© study, within the limited tizss and meager resources, 
sincere and devoted efforts have been made to make this 
study as objective and systematic as possible.

.raaentatlon of the study

The study is presented in seven chapters. The 
introduction, objectives, importance and limitations of 
the study are presented in the first chapter. The second 
chapter deals with relevant review of literature and 
theoretical frameworsc of the study. Tha third chapter of 
the study is devoted to the material and methods needed in 
tna investigation. This is followed by the presentation 
of the results of the study in chapter four. The findings 
of the study have seen discussed in chapter livo followed 
by summary and conclusions, references, and abstracts, 
appendices which are included m  subsequent chapters.
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1, Administrative constraints perceived t»y the officiais 
under r and V system.

e
2, Constraints persjivad by the officials in the

dissemination of messages.

3, -intrestructure! constraints perceived by the officials.

% . ndmi ni atratlve constraints perceived, by the contact 
farmers in the adoption of improved agricultural 
practices.

5. infrastructural constraints perceived by the contact
farmers in adoption of improved agricultural programmes.

S. socio-economic status of the contact farmers in the 
adoption of inprovad agricultural protein.

7. constraints perceived by the contact; farmers in the 
■adoption of selactad farm practices of paddy

~ cultivation.

a. constraints perceived by the contact farmers in the 
adoption of selected farm practices in coconut 
cultivation.

9. Hypothetical frame uork end definition or variables.
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13 Admi nistrative constraints perceived by the officials 
under 7? and V system.

x’he main intention is to find out the degree of 
perception of the officials in the T and v system, 
towards the constraints faced toy them in administrating 
the T and V programme in the state, .'iitcheli u9  /o/ 
stated that perception is tne factor that shape and 
produce what we actually experiences. Perception is 
the meaningful sensation that assumes an important role 
in tha life of an individual.

Manonaran (1979) stated that perception as the personal 
value towards leaders own activities regarding 
agricultural development.

administrative constraints are those problems 
relating to the opportunities for personal development, 
guidance and leadership offered to accomplish a defined 
objective of the programme m  operation.

Jaiswal at al (19/8) ooserved that the important 
adroi ni strata ve constraints perceived toy the officials 
under X and v system were lack of promotional avenue, 
lack of allotment of incentives and improper supervision.
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Perinbam (1981) observed that VL'JS had encountered 
the problem of undertaking responsibilities from other 
ongoing developmental programmes which reduces the 
concentration on T and V warks, lack of promotional 
avenue of field level workers, lack of incentives for 
Vb.fS, improper supervision and non provision for office 
facilities in the working areas of viiWS. KUlhari (1981) 
observed that the major administrative proolems faced by 
the village extension workers under r and v system were.

1 . intensive jurisdiction of field level workers.

2 . under staffing increases the ctuantum of work.

3. Undertaking responsibilities from other on going
developmental programmes in the department which 
reduces the concentration on Training and Visit 
system.

4. Mon provision of office facilities of in their
working area.

5. UacK of conveyance facilities,

5, _-ack of support from parallel department reduces
farmers participation.

/. Absence of contact farmers in their fields during 
visits.
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3. Poor facilities for using teaching aids during 
Vows field visit.

Perumal and .Msnon (1931) xn their study pointed
out the following administrative constraints perceived

{
by the a \Qb in Training and Visit (T and V) system in
Tamil fradu.

1. More work load due to many ongoing schemas was tho 
major problem confronted by four fifth (80.19/) of 
the respondents (VsGs) with regard to thexr nature 
of work.

2 . voluminus script work was the major problem as 
experienced by more than throe-forth (60.39 ») of the 
respondsnts (A40$).

3. llaarly half of the (47.52%) of AAOS had confronted 
the problem of unmanageable operational area.

Somasundaram (1983) observed that the following 
problems are still existing and encountered by the 
Agricultural officials in T ana v system.

1 . Too many agricultural schemes to oe operated by the 
agricultural officers.
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2. Tha schemes are raoi.nl j target oriented.

3. Hindrance to tour programmes due to frequent call 
from superiors.

4. .ual celling.

5. roo many demonstrations to oa conducted by the 
agricultural officers.

6. Inadeauate subsidy facilities for conducting 
demonstrations.

7. tack of promotional facilities for field level 
workers.

8. sack of time to attend the urgent needs of farmers 
due to fixed programme of field level workers.

9. tack of housing facilities.
10. Non realization of benefits for additional work.

Josh Joseph (1983) in his study found that lack 
of office facilities,, lack of supply of inputs, inadequate 
transport facilities, absence of housing facilities of 
staff in their working units and heavy work load were the 
most important problems experienced by the officials 
working in the T and v system.
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susil kurnar (138*-) studied tnat the job satisfaction 
of aaoo in the reorganised extension r and v system and 
found that nearly (65-.34/;) of the h iJ3 of both categories 
felt that lack of promotional avenues was the major 
administrative problem,

It was observed that the supervision and guidance 
by AOs and adas were not quiet adequate, rwenty per cent 
of the respondents suggested that the superiors might work 
with service motive and thereby guide and encourage the 
subordinates.

The low travelling allowance was the administrative 
problem as perceived by more than two fifth (41,58 =) of 
the respondents.

Kalaichelvan (1984) studied the technology 
transfer through T and V system and found that the major 
constraints encountered by the officials are.

1. tack of housing and conveyance facilities to the 
officials,

2. Larger jurisdiction to extension workers.
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aetty Cnerian (1334) observed that lack of 
office facilities in the areas of operation of V M S  and 
the frequent transfers were the important problems 
perceived by the VL4S, whereas lack of conveyance 
facilities, heavy workload for the time bound projects, 
were the important problems perceived by the officials*

Constraints perceived by the officials in the dissemination 
of messages.

« message is the information package of a 
communicator who wishes his audience to receive, understand, 
acapt and act upon.

Constraints in the dissemination of message is 
operationaly defined as the difficulties experienced by 
an extension worker to disseminate a message to the 
contact farmers to the desired extent.

Bhatxa and Sandu (1975) studied the determinants 
of joo effectiveness of VU4S and found that magazine 
reading habit of vbtfs was positively and significantly 
related to his job performance because recent innovations 
in agriculture obtained from the magazine reading is 
essential for a vuw to keep him abreast of the latest 
technology.
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Rao and Reddy (197y) observed that the untimely 
supply of publications were one of the constraints in 
dissemination of massages by the Extension personnel in 
X and V system.

Jaiswal et ai (1978) observed that the recommendations 
given from training sections were not profitable and 
practicable in farmers field.

pillai (1978) found that agricultural demonstrators 
seeking farm information mostly from agricultural 
training followed by news papers, farm bradcoast, 
superior officials, Agrl: Books and journals, agricultural 
exhibitions, discussion with collegues, agricultural 
seminars, research stations and agricultural workers.

Panday ,1980) found that the extension personnel 
had no regular contact or link with researchers m  the 
command area.

inadequate use of teaching aids by the VL/JS during 
field visits were the important problems faced by the 
extension personnel in X and v system.
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Arokoya (1982) found thac lack of sufficient 
inlormation and lack of knowledge were the main reasons 
for nonadoption of paddy technology.

Somasundaram (1983) observed that the important 
problem existing and encountered by the agricultural 
officers in V and v system was aosance of contact farmers 
during Vh.vs visits.

Kalaichelvan (1984) observed that lack of adequate 
linkage between researcn workers and extension personnel 
was the major problem in dissemination of messages. 
Recommendations given from the monthly workshop was not 
profitable and practicable in farmers field.

Susilkumar (1984) found that about three-fourth 
(60.10/!,) of the aaoi felt that the massages given to them 
through lessons In the fortnightly training sections were 
more theoretical in nature rather than practical oriented, 
belay in getting solution of the farmers' problems referred 
to subject matter specialist was/second major technical 
problem experienced by about two-fifth (41.71%) of the 
respondents*
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Joae Joseph (1983) found that the communication 
effectiveness of vu.s were adversely affected due to lacs 
of office facilities, larger working area, lack of housing 
facilities in the working units and heavy work load.

infrastructural constraints perceived by the officials

one of the objectives of this study is to find out 
the degree of perception of infrastructural constraints 
influence on the Job performance of the officials working 
under V and V system, infrastructures ara those physical 
facilities which will help the officials to implement day 
to day official activities in a dacicive manner.

*aj@ndran (IS73) studied the constraints in the 
adoption of improved practices In the cultivation at rice 
practices and found that nonavailability of supply and 
■services at the proper tints and inadequate quantities of 
inputs were the major constraints.

Jaswal (1978) reported that the following 
infrastructural constraints mainly affected the officials 
in T and V system.

1. sack of housing facilities
2. absence of vehicle facilities to the k;;08
3. Inadequate supply of inputs
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Culhaffi £1981} observed that the problems faced by 
the extension functionaries in effective implementation of 
extension programmes in the project area wera

1. mj£ k oI financial assistance and oosar.ee of 
subsidy facilities

2. l onavallability of inputs in time and inadequate 
quantity and quality of inputs supplied

3. increased cost of inputs such as seeds, fertilisers 
and plant protection cnerjicala

<5. a-ian infrastructure in marketting
y

yS, inadequate irrigation facilities
Hon provision of housing facilities of field level 
workers in their working area

^7. Fuel coiling
8, tack of conveyance facilities

Palaniawami (1978) found that shortage of labour
during paak season is the first problem and also 
inadequate irrigation facilities in the season for 
.aaili flower growers.
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31 varatnakr iahnan U9S1) observed that non availability 
ana high cost of inputs were the major constraints in the 
adoption o£ recommended practices of selected crops.

Perumal and Me non (1981) in their pilot study on the 
working of £ and V system in Madurai District observed the 
following constraints in the in^le'nantation of r and v 
system.

1. nonavailability of transport facilities

2. inadequate housing facilities
3. itxgn cost of inputs and labour
4. oack of subsidy facilities
5. Nonavailability of labour for timely faro operations.

Arokoya (1982) reported that lack of credit and 
labour, nonavailability of inputs, lack of sufficient 
information and lack of knowledge were the main reasons for 
non adoption of poddy technology.

■iomasundaram (1983) found that the following proolems 
are still existing and encountered by the agricultural 
officers in I and v system.
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1. inadequate subsidy facility for conduct1 ng 
demonstrations

2. Inadequate and untimely supply of ir^uts

3. Less subsidy facilities

4. fuel ceiling

5. uack of housing facilities

6. Lack of vehicle and communication facilities

7. Lack of inadequate and timely supply of inputs.

Kalaicnelvan (1931) In a study on farm technology 
transfer through i' and y system found that the problems 
faced by the extension workers were

1. Lack of housing and conveyance facility

2. ̂ son-availability of inputs in time
3. Lack of^subsidy facilities and

4. High cost of inputs and labour

yjTilnlstrative constraints as perceived by the contact 
farmers.

No report is available on the relationship between
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admi ni strative constraints perceived by the contact 
farmers and the adoption of improved farra practices.
But this concept has been taken as an independent 
variable to study the extent of relationship with the 
adoption of improved farm practices of contact farmers 
of Kerala.

infrastructural constraints perceived by the contact farmers.

sundara Swaray (1971) found that lack of money and 
knowledge were the main reasons for non adoption of 
recommended farm practices of hybrid jowar cultivation in 
the selected taluk of liysore District.

Ambalagan (1974) found that the major limiting 
factors for adoption of practices were lack of knowledge, 
non-availability of inputs and high cost of cultivation of 
HXV of paddy in Coimbatore District.

Balakrishnan (1974) reported that the non-availability 
of adequate transport facilities and prevalence of 
malpractices in the existing system as the key proolems 
faced by the farmers,

aubramanyan et al (1976) found that high cost 
involved in practices was the main reason for non adoption.
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Ray (1976) revealed that lack of irrigation 
facilities and farmers being not aware of the advantage 
of new technology were perceived as the most important 
reasons for low spread of liYV paddy in toe peak Khar if 
season.

VIjayaraqhavan (1977) stated that non adoption of 
all the recommended package of practices was due to 
inadequate irrigation facilities.

Palaniswamy (1978) found tnat lack of transport 
facilities to the place of sale was the important problem 
faced by the farmers of malli and mullai flower growers 
in coimoatore district.

Nanjappan (1978) observed that transporting was 
the main problem expressed by the farmors of MBA project 
area, back of industrial facilities, credit facilities 
and inadequate supply of fertilisers ware the other major 
problem faced by these farmers.

Kaleel (1978) found that the most important 
constraint experienced by the farmers in the adoption of 
selected practices in intensive paddy development 
programme were non-availability of inputs in time, lack of
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proper irrigation facilities, credit fac.lities, absence 
of support price for the produce, inadequate support from 
agricultural extension personnel and high laoour consumption.

dinha and sinha (1930) found that the roost inportant 
reasons for non-adoption of b y v  roaise in sikkim were

1. nack of money (91.5%)

2. NOn-availabillty of fungicide in time (81.2%)

3. Lack of Knowledge of improved methods of 
cultivation (77.1%)

4. Lack of proper guidance (72.8-s.)

5. Non-availability of seed in desired ouantlty

6 . tton-availabllity of P.chemicals in time

7. Bon-avallability of fertiliser in time (84.6%)

Man! (1980) observed that lack of credit facilities 
on pledging the produce was the most important problem in 
the utilisation of the regulated markets.

Manlvannaw (1980) reported thit low seed setting, 
non remunerative price and damage of seeds by birds were 
the major problems faced by the sunflower growers. This



was followed toy lack of credit facilities, lack of pest 
resistant variety and inadequate transport facilities,

Kulharl (1961) listed out the following problems as 
encountered by the contact and other farmers in T and v 
system in Chamoal command area.

1. Lack of financial assistance and absence of 
subsidy facilities

2. Non-availability of inputs in time and 
inadequate quantity and quality

3. Increased cost of inputs such as seeds, 
fertilisers and plant protection chemicals

4. weak infrastructure in marketing.

5. Inadequency of irrigation facilities,

Perumal and Menon (1981) in their pilot study on 
the working of T and V system in »adurai district found tnat 
the non-availability of adequate transport facilities, 
high cost of Inputs and labour, lack of subsidy facilities 
m  l’ and V system, non-availability of labour for timely 
operations wore the most lnportant problems.

24
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Arokoya <1982) in his study observed that lack of 
credit and 1about, non-availability of inputs, lack of 
sufficient information and lack of knowledge about the 
new technology, were the main reasons for non adoption of 
paddy technology.

senthil <1983) found that inadequate irrigation 
facilities, price fluctuation of seeds, scarcity of labour 
at peak time of operations were the important problems 
expressed by the cotton seed growors in Coimbatore.

Thyagara3an (1931) stated that majority of the 
summer crop cultivators expressed that high labour cost, 
and high cost of inputs were their major constraints in 
adoption. These ware followed by fluctuations in price, 
non-availability of skilled labout and inadequate marketing 
facilities.

Singh and Mathur <1984) found that the major bottle 
necks in adoption of hybrid bajara cultivation in Delhi 
territory -were the high incidence of pest and diseases, 
high cost of nitrogeneous fertilisers, lack of knowledge 
in view of small farmers, and non co-operativeness of 
neighbouring farmers.
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Soci.o-econom.LC status of the contact farmers

socio-economic status was operational y defined as 
the position occupied oy contact farmars in the community 
with reference to occupational status, educational status, 
land holding, caste, material possession, socio political 
participation, house, and household.

ogufxditimi (1981) observed that socio-aconomic 
status of farmers showed a positive and significant 
relationship with their adoption behaviour.

Vasant et al (1975) found that socio-economic status 
was high in nearly three fifth of small farmers, while the 
remaining had low socio-economic status and their adoption 
behaviour was significantly related with their socio
economic status.

oingh and singh (1981) found that socio-economic 
status of the farming couples was not significant in 
predicting their adoption behaviour.

yarreira et al (1983) reported that all farmers with 
higher social participation tend to adopt more of the 
improved farm technology.
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Sanoria and sharma (1983) found a significant 
relationship between socio-economic status and adoption 
behaviour of the beneficiaries under £ and V system.

iCaraem (19^4) found that positive and significant 
relationship between socio-economic status and inter
personal communication behaviour of contact farmers.

Perumal (1979) Viswanathan (1972) Chandrakancan 
(1973), Velupandian (1974) and Prukash £1980) had reported 
a positive and significant relationship of educational 
status with adoption of iuproved farm practices.

Viswanathan et al (1975), Vi jayaraghavan (1976), 
Ferreira et al (1983) and .<ajawma and sidtjaramaiah 
(1984) found that farmers with larger farm size had 
positively and significantly higher adoption,

Mik (1981), sanoria and sharma (1983) reported 
that size of holding was significantly related to adoption 
behaviour in the case of banificaries of rrai fling and Visit 
system.

oalunkhe et al (1975) found that adoption behaviour 
of farmers hew ever failed to show significant relationship
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with their caste, age, formal schooling, socio-economic 
status, value orientation and empathy.

Chandrakandan (1973), Salunke and rhorst (1975) 
Sundraswamy and Duraiswamy (1975), and Rajendran (1978) 
reported that social participation of farmers was 
positively and significantly related with their adoption 
behaviour,

sen (1972) reported that there was relationship 
between caste of leaders and level of adoption of 
agricultural innovations.

From the above review, it could be observed that 
socio-economic status is an important factor affecting 
the adoption oanavxour of farmers and hence an attempt 
has been made m  this study to know the relationship 
between socio-economic status of contact farmers and 
their adoption of the selected farm practices of rice 
and coconut cultivation.

Constraints perceived by the contact farmers in the adoption 
of selected farm practices of paddy cultivation.

Vxswanathan (1972) found that high cost of 
cultivation expenses and lack of conviction about the merits



•and demerits' of high fielding varieties! were the most 
important diffieulties faced fey the adapters of ■ M W  paddy*

'■ Anbalag&n <1974}'found that the-major limiting' 
factors for adoption of practices were lack &£ knowledge# 
noa-availability of inputs and high ■cost'of cultivation,

asy <13?§i revealed that lack of irrigation 
facilities -and' 'farters being not aware of' the advantages 
of using modern technology wore perceived as the most- 
ii^orfeant reason '■£or low spread'.©! H*y«V* .paddy in the peak 
Xharif. season*.

vijayaraghairan (1977}ststed that non adept ion of all
the recoma aded package-of practices .©£-paddy was due to 
Inpdetguate. irrigation facilities*

aajaadran C1978) revealed that the' main constraint 
in the'adoption ©f. improved practices'In the cultivation'of
rice. m  perceived by the farmers wara tton*»avsllahillty q£ 
supplies and services at the proper time*

Kaleei <1978) found that the most important - 
constraints faced' toy th© paddy growers wore non*-a.vailability 
of inputs in' time, lack of proper irrigation facilities# 
lack of credit facilities# abseac© of support price for 
produce and.higher labour consumption*
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Sivararaakrishnan (1981) observed that non-availability 
and high cost of inputs were the major constraints in the 
adoption of recommended practices of paddy cultivation,

Arokoya (1982) reported that lack of credit 
facilities, lack of labour at peak time of operation and 
nojv-availability of inputs ware the important problems in 
the adoption of padoy technology.

frlpattu, et al (1962) stated that lack of knowledge, 
non-availaotlity of inputs and lack of finance ware the 
main reasons for the non adoption of recommended 
technology of paddy cultivation.

Choudnary and Prasad (1972) found that lack of 
money, high cost of fertiliser, lack of irrigation 
facilities, lack of creait facilities and non-avallaoility 
of fertiliser in villages in time were the major problems 
of fertiliser adoption by the farmers. They also observed 
that the problems vary according to progressiveness.

Constraints perceived oy the contact farmers in the adoption 
of selected farm practices of coconut cultivation.

iso research data is available on the relationship 
between adoption of selected farm practice of coconut
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cultivation. fhls is studied as an taSepenaant variable 
to tost its relationship with adaption.

Psiiiaitlon of concepts selected for the study.

She concepts o£ tbs. selected independent variable 
war© defined for sto purpose of the present study and 
shall be used to convey meaning contained therein.

1. training and Visit system,

Daniel Ssnor hoe introduced the Training and Visit 
(s and V) system of extension. T and V is a systematic 
programme of Training the e»tension staff combined with 
frequent and systematic visit and transfer of productive 
massage to fanners. The system is organised to give the 
field level workers intensive training in those specific 
agricultural practices and racoraamiafciOKs relating 
directly to farm operations during a given weak (or 
fortnight) by sabjeot matter speelafints. who in turn 
will he reeaiuing training frsa a team of experts in the 
field of agriculture (Resource personnel) in every month.
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2. Officials

nebster's third new international dictionary 
(1966) official is a belonging or relating to an 
office position or trust connected with holding an 
office duties or routine. It is operationaly 
defined as officials were the agricultural extension 
personnel working in different cader under Training 
and Visit system; Joint Director of Agriculture, 
subject matter specialist both district and sub 
divisional level, sub divisional agricultural officer, 
agricultural extension officers, and agricultural 
demonstrators (vlws).

Administrative constraints perceived by the officials 
in the T and V system.

Administrative constraints are conceptualised 
as those constraints rel afcing to the opportunities 
for personal development, guidance and leadership 
offered to accomplish a defined obj'ective of the 
programme in adoption.

3. constraints perceived by the officials in the 
dissemination of message.

A message is the information package of a 
communicator who wishes his audience to receive.
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understand, accept and act upon.

Constraint perceived oy the oriicials in the 
dissemination of message is operationaXy defined as tho 
difnculties experienced oy an extension worxsr to 
disseminate the message to the contact farmers to the 
desired extent.

4. infrastructural constraints perceived by the officials.

ifeoster's Third new International Dictionary (1966) 
defined infrastructure as the underlying foundation or 
basic £ramcv;ork (as of an organisation or system).

infrastructural constraints perceived by the 
officials were operationaly defined as the difficulties 
experienced by an extension worxer to urge and utilise 
the reouired Infrastructural facilities sucn as transport, 
oflice facilities getting fringe benefit in time etc to 
desired extent in his day to day official ousiness.

3. Contact farmer

operationaly defined as those farmers selected 
among other farmers based on certain criteria. They act 
as a link between field level extension workers and other
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farmers. The main criteria for selection of contact 
farmers are the interest, initiative and receptivity 
of the farmer.

6 . Administrative constraints perceived by the contact 
farmers.

The administrative constraints perceived by the 
contact farmers were conceptualised as those administra
tive problems faced by the extension workers which 
directly or indirectly affect tns adoption of improved 
tana practices of the contact farmers. The difficulty 
experienced by the contact farmers such as delay in 
getting subsidy, financial assistance, and improper 
contact with field level workers ate.

7. Infrastructural constraints perceived ay contact farmers.

Infrastructure refers to the economic sotting made 
up of consonance which are pnysical, climatic, socio
cultural and institutional in nature with m  the sale of
which the farmer operate their farm business.

Wharton (1367) defined it as the physical capital 
and institutions or organisations both public and private 
whicn provide economic services to and which nave a
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significant effect directly or indirectly upon the 
economic functioning of farm firm but which are external 
separate individual farm firm.

In this study infrastructural constraints were 
conceptualised as the difficulties experienced by the 
contact farmers to their economic setting made up of 
which are physical, climatic, socio-cultural and 
institutional in nature with in tne sale of which the 
farmer operate their adoption. In this study Inadequate 
transport facilities, high cost of fertiliser and 
planting materials, high cost of labour, non-availability, 
of electricity, and marketing facilities and absence of 
support prices of the produce etc were selected.

S. Adoption of Improved farm practices of rice and coconut.

Rogers and shoomaker (1971) defined adoption as 
decision to continue the full use of an inwJvation as the 
best course of section.

a or this study adoption was conceptualised as the 
enu action of adopting the selected inproved farm 
practices of rice and coconut cultivation during last 
two agricultural seasons of 1986-87 of the study.
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9. constraints perceived by the contact farmers in the
adoption of selected improved farm practices of rice
cultivation.

it is operationaly defined as the difficulties 
experienced by the contact farmers to adopt the selected 
improved farm practices to the desired extent within 
the prescribed period ie. two agricultural seasons of 
1986-87.

10, constraint perceived by the contact farmers in the 
adoption of selected farm practices of coconut 
cultivation.

It is operationaly defined as the difficulties 
experienced by the contact farmers to adopt the selected 
improved farm practices to the desired extent within a 
decided period. (two agricultural seasons of 1986-67).

1 1 . socio-economic status of the contact farmer.

Chaplin (1928) defined socio-economic status as 
the position of an individual or a family occupies with 
reference to the prevailing average standards of 
cultural possesion effective income, material possessions 
and participation in the group activities of the community.
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far this stud/ socio-gconomic status refers to the 
rssponctenf *s occupational status, educational status, 
socio political participation, land holding, household,
caste, possession ana house were concerned.

1 , It Is assumed that the extension personnel working 
under i' and v system is having number of difficulties 
in the area of administration, dissemination of 
productive massages and infrastructure facilities, -and
this constraints will bseoata tits .main reason to 
minimise the successful iK$}leae station of the programme.

2, in this study it is assumed that the udrainiatrativo and 
infrastructural constraints perceived by the extension 
personnel working under '£ and V system will indirectly
bscoo® a harrier of the adoption potential of contact 
farmers in the adoption of improved iarm practices of 
rice ard coconut cultivation,

3, It ia assumed that contact farmers is facing a good 
deal of problems in tbs adoption o£ inproved £&rm 
practices of rice ^nd coconut cultivation.
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Cts#»pmi in 

MUTHOl>QU,oY

The present investigation was undertaken among, 
the farmers and officials of five K^RP regions of Kerala 
state with the main objective to find out the extent of 
constraints perceived by the officials working under 
f and V system, in the areas of administration, dissemina
tion of message and infrastructure. It is also aimed to 
study the extent of administrative and infrastructural 
constraints perceived by the contact farmers under the 
T and v system and thstr relationship with adoption of 
selected farm practices of rice and coconut cultivation. 
This study is also Intended to trace out the extent of 
influence on the socio-economic status of the farmer with 
adoption, administrative constraints and infrastructural 
constraints. The methodology followed in the selection of 
samples, and the measurement of the selected variables are 
furnished in this chapter.

1 . Location of the study

Kerala is one of the twenty five states of Indian 
Republic. It is situated m  the extreme corner of southern 
India , fhe position of the state nearly four degrees of
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latitude from 8“- 18* to 12a- 48* north and a longitudinal 
spread on nearly three degrees from 74s- 52' to 77°- 22*.
The geographical location of Kerala is represented by 
Karnataka on North, ramilnaiu in the East, Arabian sea in 
the West and Kanyakumari District of Tamilnadu m  the south.

Kerala covers an area of 38,855 sq. km. of the
Indian Republic and this area forms only 1.03 percent of 
the total area of Indian republic. The length of the
costal line is 580 kilometers. The population is 254.03 lakhs
(as per census 1981), Out of the total population, 55 per cent 
are cultivators and 25 per cant are agricultural labourers, 
so it is evident that Kerala is predominantly an 
agricultural state with nearly 80 percent of the population 
depending upon agriculture on their livelihood.

The state is divided into 14 districts. All the 
14 districts comprise 5 Motional Agricultural Research 
Project (n a r p) Regions. For the purpose of the present study, 
all the n a r p regions were included. The whole region is 
edged in Between the Arabian sea, western ghats and enjoys

"jW
an almost uniform temperature through the year. The 
average rainfall of the state is 3003.3 mm. per year. Among 
the total cropped area of 2861702* ha In the state, is
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cultivated an area of 740036 ha. with a production of 
1207916 tonnes of^foao grains, coconut was cultivated 
over an area of 68228 ha produced 2602 million nuts 
during 1983 ~ 8J, Among the 14 districts, Trivandrum, 
„uilan, Allcppe> ana Pathanarathitta were the first 
4 districts in the state the framing and visit system 
was iroplimcnted in the year 1981 unaer the name of Kerala 
giicultural extension Project (ka_P). cubseqnently, it 
./as extended to other distracts of the state J n the year 
1983.

Cnis study was confined to the forteen districts 
oi ,<erala state,

2. sampling procedure for the study

-he state of Kerala nas ooen aivided m  the fa vs 
agro climatic regxons unu.ee the map of Kerala agricultural 
univer&if,,. Thtea regions are (1) ^outharn region 
(2) i.egicji of prooltm areas (3) .ugn a\fcitude region,
(1) Central legion and (a) Iwrtharn regions, covering 
all the districts of Kerala state.

A multistage stratified random sampling procedure was 
adopted to select the respondents (officials and contact 
farmers of T and v system) for the present study. The 
five n a r p regions constituted the strata in taking the 
sinpics. (Xaole-1),
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Selection of sampling units
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Si« NARP
No. Regions Districts

NO, Of 
Sub 

divi
sion

Northern
region

Kasargode

Cannar.ore
Calicut
fialappuram

Central
region

i'richur

Palghat
Drnakulam 

(Parts only)

riiyh
altitude 
rugion

Kottayam

kynad
Tdu-iki

Region of Alleppey 
problem
areas Parts of 

3rrakulam

3
4

southern Pathanamthitta 1 
region LUllon 2

Trivandrum* 3

Ho, of No, or Name of 
AS Vii1 IS selected

units subdivi
sion

10

30
33
35

34
35

17
31

14
23

30

14
14
23
28

50

150
155
175

Manjeri

155
175 Wadakkancher

103
160

75
150 Adimali

148
Alleppey

57
74

135
157

1954

r edutnangad

Total 14 36 378
* selected Districts.
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One district was randomly selected from each 
region, which formed the first stage units. Prom the 
selected district one agricultural subdivision was 
selected which formed the second stage unit. From the 
selected subdivisions 10 per cent of the total agricultural 
extension units in the selected district, were taken for 
the study which firm the third stage units. It represented 
the forth stage unit. In the selected district, all the 
principal agricultural officers (JDa) and subject matter 
specialists (SMS) were included as respondents. At the 
sub divisional level, sub divisional agricultural officers, 
(S0A0) and subject matter specialists (SMS) were taken as 
respondents. At the agricultural extension unit level; 
agricultural extension officers (AGS) and agricultural 
development officers (ADOS) were selected. Five 
agricultural demonstrators (ADs)from each selected 
agricultural extension units were randomnly selected as 
respondents. Among the selected agricultural extension 
units two contact farmers from each identified agricultural 
demonstrators area were selected randomnly as respondents.
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Si.
No,

Name of 
Districts
selected

Name of 
sub 

division 
selected

Dist
rxct
level
offices

selected

sub
aivision

level unit level

PAO bMS SDAO SMS Abo Vo,m3 Contact
farmers

1 Malappurara Mapjari 1 3 1 4 4 4 20 40

2 Triebur fadakkan-
cherry 1 3 1 4 4 4 20 40

3 Idukkx Adimali 1 3 1 4 3 3 15 30

4 Alleypey Alleppey 1 3 1 4 3 3 15 30

5 Trivandrum Neduman-
gad 1 3 1 4 3 3 15 30

Total 5 15 5 20 17 17 85 170

Total officials =■ 164 Total farmers = 170
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3. ^election of respondents

At the agricultural subdivision level, sub 
Division agricultural officers and all subject matter 
specialists were, selected as respondents, They 
regularly participate district level monthly work shops 
and fortnightly training to jr. Agrl. officers and 
agricultural demonstrators (Vb*s} and holding administr
ative control in the Agricultural 3ub Divisions, 
agricultural extension officers and Agrl. Demonstrators 
were selected as respondents from each selected »grls 
sub Division . Ten per cent of the total agricultural 
extension officers in the selected district were taken 
as respondents from the selected suo division. Tne 
same number of agricultural Development Officers t.ara 
also taken as respondents from each selected agricultural 
extension unit five agricultural demonstrators were 
selected as respondent, from each selected agricultural 
extension units, two contacts farmers from each selected 
agricultural demonstrators working area ware selected 
randomly as respondents (Table Do.2)

Selection of statements

in the present study “Constraint analysis of
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Training and virlt system ir Kerala divided in to tnree 
major areas and each area is further divided into several 
suo areas.

X,Constraints perceived by the officials working under 
T and V system.

The sub concepts of constraints perceived by the officials 
working under 1 and v system are given below.

1 . administrative constraints perceived by the officials

2. Constraints in the dissemination of messages 
perceived by the officials.

3. infrastructural constraints perceived by the officials

II. Variables selected for the study from the areas of 
constraints perceived by She contact farmers.

1 . \drni ni strati ve constraints perceived by the contact 
farmers in the adoption of selected farm practice 
of paddy and coconut cultivation.

2, infrastructural constraints

3, Constraints perceived by the contact farmers in. the
adoption of selected farm practices of paddy cultivation,

4. Constraints perceived by the contact farmers in the
adoption of selected farm practices of coconut
cultivation.
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Selection of statements
I

I. Constraints perceived by the officials working under 
the X and V system,

it was assumed that the cumulative effects of 
all the above said concepts will reflect the perception 
of the officials working under the X and v system.

120 statements were prepared after reviewing the 
available literature on X and V system and consultation 
with the agricultural officials wording under X and V 
system in the agricultural department and resource 
persons of tho college of Agriculture Vellayani who 
were attending the monthly workshop. These statements 
were prepared within the purview of above said each sub 
concepts, Bach statement ware given a three point seals, 
ie most relevant, relevant ana not relevant with scores 
or 3, 2 and 1 respectively. The 120 statements thus 
selected ware presented to a group of 60 judges 
consisting of Principal Agricultural Officers (JDA) 
subject matter specialists in district and sub division 
levels. Bub divisional Agrl. officers, agricultural 
extension officers, agricultural demonstrators and 
resource persons of monthly workshops in the college of
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agriculture Vallayani, The judges were requested not to 
express their opinion hut merely to judge the degree of 
relevaneo or irrelevances expressed by each stafcemanfc with 
regard to administrative constraints, constraints in the 
diaemination of messages and infrastructural constraints 
poreeivad by the officials working under feho T and v system.

The responses from judges thus collected wsra 
statistical}? analysed using the relevancy rating method.
The statement which got 0,75 and above score ware selected 
for the study. 36 statements ware selected under three 
sub concepts. Appendix - z.

CX. sub concepts of constraints perceived by the contact farmers

x) administrative constraints perceived by the contact 
farmers in the adoption of selected farm practices of 
paddy and coconut cultivation,

li) infrastructural constraints perceived by the contact 
£armors.

After reviewing the available literature on 3? and V 
system and^concniltation with contact farmers, and agricultural 
officials working under T and V system is the agricultural 
department 00 statements were prepared. Each statomonfc was
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grven a three point contlnum. float relevant and nob 
relevant scoring 3, 2 and 1 respectively. The 60 statements 
thus presented to 40 Judges consisting of agricultural 
officers working in T and V system and contact farmers. Tho 
judges were requested not to express their opinion but 
marly to judge the degree of relevance or Irrelevance 
expressed by them, In the case of contact farmers, an 
interview method was adopted.

Tho response from judges thus collected wore 
statistically analysed using the relevancy rating method.
Tho statements which xjero got 0.75 and above score were 
selected for the study. Twelve statements for oaeh sub 
concepts wero identified (Appendix - xx}.

Constraints perceived by the contact farmers in the adoption
3.QCI ^  ̂ ’ *~Jof selected farm practices of paddy,coconut cultivation.

One hundred statements were prepared after reviewing 
the available literature related ro training and visit 
<f and V) system and In consultation with tho contact 
farmers and agricultural extension personnel working in the 
Training and Visit (T and V) system. Those statements were 
prepared within tha porviaw of selected farm practices of 
rico and coconut cultivation. The statements oo prepared 
reflected tho constraints perceived by tho contact farmers
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23 Of iBEigOtfad £aBB 
cultivation#

SO improved £&stj practices ©£ paddy aa3 eoco&ut
vacs sscarjasal csEfcor cavi«v4irey fete paof!38o a£ practices
ceeo8s.i»®3a<;ioBO H9Z>m <̂ vi otter available relevant
literatures arts in conooUaSJosi ulfeii fete agricultural the
OKfOCfea og/cedlugc of «gEictaleuro« ^olXoysnt and 
agricultural osstsnexoa ofS lcia lo  working o»3er fete .? ars3 v 

syuton iti fete a^pastasist ©£ asricultsre* .Ctes© otataPKK&s 

wore 0® proposed to  jretlocfc feho ivpeQu&iS totm prostAce® 

of paddy aaa eoeacut cu ltivation * „,aeft practice was 

gitraa a tteoa point oortiQuun, mage iK5>3rfc3Rt» ipporfearft 

ana nut iKsst.gfeuet aleh a score o£ 3» 3,® ld respectively*

fhsee prucfacea were presented fee a group a£
■SO Judges cooslatiBg o£ agricultural aspgrfes it's tf» 
college ©£ agriculture* vssll&yunl <sa3 sgeieultwral officers 
oi oar&eulfcure Ccpartaorfc* Site judgoo ware rssrpssfcaS to 
jaago fete stegroa of Importance expressed By oaeh stafcemant# 
etas rospotssos tfaue eollsatad fterzi judges wssa sfto&istioaXXy 
analysed by using fetes ralsvanoy rating method, 0.7S and 
aoovs score obtained ifcamo tiara selected for study# £ivo 
prastieos ift poddy euXt-vetioa and Siva practices in 
coconut cultivation warts selector Tppsodis - 2T*»
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Variables saleefcod ar*i fehalr aoasursaenta

I. aepswaont variable

lo overall perception of adffilsisteatlve constraints, 
constrains 1 n fete ihssami nation ©fe osasoga c®3 
infrastructural constraint pateeived by tho officials.

2, Adogttiou of selected farm practices of paddy aftS 
coconut cultivation by contact fiomoro.

IX. iiaasurcmant of independent variable

1, Perception e£ odsalnlafcratlva constraint

2* Perception of constraint 4b fete & Isseroination o£ 
rases aga.

3® Parcaption of infrostcactutal constraints by fcto 
officials svsrkiog under tea ‘S anti V system. >

»Al tte eelcctsa constraints ssero presented 
before tbs ssspoadsreesi for rating them cm a feus* point 
continuum based on importance they bave attested to 
each sfeafeeroanis under the adtei at strati ve constraints 
perceived by the officials, constraints perceived in 
tha Sisags!nation of raasoagsa a«3 infrastructural 
constraint perceived by tbsra.
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.was ea&eolaeaft i^&ogi tte £ecoula^

4
3

2

%-
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Yj cs - ^ r ~  « ©j/pj

dheze P ra Potentiality
PJ => Potentiality of practice 
a = Extent
ej » Jtxtent of jth practice
i-iij « Jeightag© attaches to j practico
a <= »Jeightag® of ail practices summation
t  es tisao

It is a ratio seals designed to quantify tho adcption 
behaviour of farmers. Ail the componawcs of adoption 
behaviour as indicated by the past studies were included.
Her© the potentiality of adoption is conceived as the 
maximum degree to uhleh a, farmer can extend his adoption 
of a particular practice, i£ he so isiahss, depending on the 
maximum utilisation of the resources he commands or can 
command. Extant of adoption Is the degree to which a
farmer has actually adopted a practice, tfhsn extent of
adoption equals fete potentiality, the adoption is maximum 
and wnen the extent is nil, adoption is nil. extent of time, 
for this study adoption of selected farm practice with

As, a  100
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rogpaet t© the two agricultural seasons of 198© * 87 
only considered for salutation of adaption Quotient*

delgfttage to be givsss ta the different selected 
practices based on its difficulties of adoption was 
datoratnad separately for cesipufcing the adoption ouotitot
/ppeaflix - v,

She respondents were grouped Into two categories 
beeping the mean adoption sguGtioafe as a reassure of cheek. 
Kaasurjaaant of independent variable related to contact 
farmers*

1 * Administrative and infrastructural constraints 
perceived by the contact farmers*

The rating scale followed to measure the 
perception on the administrative and infrastructural
constraints has also simitar contimum and scoring 
pattern of the constraints perceived Sy the officials*

$ha scoring pattern fallowed was as below.
continuum score

f®sfe ire^ortant 
important

4
3
2
1

teos inportant 
csot iB^srtant



eoisstffaints perceived fey the contact in fcte
a^^tloa of selected farra practiced of pafliy and 
coconut cultivation,,

Mi the aeleeteci stateraaets war© preseiifead 
before the respocfigfits for rating tfeasa on a four 
point ©pnfciimw bsŝ fi on the inurbane© attached t© 
each statement*.. Dhe four stages in the continuum
and the scoring pattern followed were as follows*

Continuum score

Most in^ortant 4
liportant■ 3
iieast iiiportasfe 2
sot important . i

soeio econanie statue of the contact ■ fanner©

tn this study e«3eio»@confiaaie status of the 
©outset farasr© ref ec to ■ the position, a contact 
twsm.s ©copies, in the cojranunity wltli reference tbs his
occupation^ farm holding* caste-*. ooeio political 
participation^ cKSncation# Material' posaeasion*
, horns®t ' 3M  house hold;,’ 1st ©r<3af to measure the . 
■variable a seal® developed by venkataramaiah 11983)
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was uaed. 2?hi3 csais consists of eight items such as
(1) occupation (2) land holding (3) cast© (4) soeio
political participation 45) education (6) notarial ” and
possession (7) house/(S) house hold, sho respondent was 
grven a score under each of thas® eight categories so 
that the final socio economic status index was the total 
of these scores. Only the maximum possible score was 
considered in each category, The score depends on the 
usightage of the items {see rtppen&ix-V2)» Under sixth 
<6fetl) item material possession the farmer say possess a 
farm animal as well as a radio and no othor possessions, 
one farm animal has weightage of one, and a radio has a 
weightage of throe so the farcer has got a score under 
this category is two. sventuaily the score of all the 
eight items were added together and this represented the 
socio-economic status score of an individual farmer, 

a,Data collection procedure

asperate questionnaire was prepaiced in English and 
SSalayala® languages for officials as well as contact 
farmers. fho data were collected from the selected 
respondents by adopting the interview method.



' $tafclt)fe£ea&. ana^Lyaia i*s«l

l *  QQKsa&gfeioo «©©fiiel#fites aoee uoeMl out t© I4 sf  ttie 

eelafe&eiiefti&p e$ eeeb @i the iMe&e&8si$ toir&etole& -@itfi 

ttae gtpeoOeiifc TOStefetae# cetsolal^Loii an& yei* was 

efee&vef to  flxilotxt' tft* iBtotHralationttip. between 

gtm dgyieaSfiiii Vsgiettte pocffepbtois of oonotvs^sito witt* 

eej&gb&ee Mftp eonatareiots#.

(ftaaetseelnfee-if* tb* t iie e ^ a g b ie e  o i moeeagee awS 

■iM m m m m m ^ fey tbe o ff ic ia l* *

E* fbo' «eri«fe&e' asqptieb of '

$sqtifeie*e « i  pafiif -aa® gooeiwfe tie&t&eefc&en «*ltb

efiffiMotsefelee -oov&fei&iiifce ipfrasferoetwaS,

eoeoteainfe* peeeelegg. fey th e  contact iansa&si*. tbus th© 

■me^»^S9miQ efcetee # f  the c©»fcisitfe fietim  s i#  

owistifaibfeo :peeee£ife$ fey'the .coateefe -Mmm®® 4 *  t ie

■ odcyFtieat cff ffeteetea imr® pcaot&eoo ©I1 p®l«S# « i  eocQRufc

■ *te rnmmim  need m  <sm^m® ooef£io4eat waa

. ^  2|- y  «  * ^ | | > *  ‘

57
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Mharo s x y ® correlation between !x s and *y*
p k  y •* Product movement o£ x arfl y

x => standard deviation ©£ the distri button
o£ *x9

y ra standard deviation o£ the distribution
of ’if8

2. Percentage analysis

Porcenfcoge analysis was carried out in the case 

of admini str at i ve constraints* constraints in the 
dissemindiion of rressagss and infrastjruefcural 
constraints parcelvod by the officials as wall as the 
administrative constraints and infrastructural 
constraints perceived by tho contact farmers in the 
adoption of selected far® practices of paddy and 
coconut cultivation.



R E S U L T S
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chapter xv 

sesutffls

the results of this study are presented in the following
ss'Sianee*

1. Perception score on the areas of constraints perceived 
by ths officials of I and V system in Kterala.

3* Distribution of officials based on the mean score 
in the perception of different areas of constraints.

3. Percentage analysis on administrative constraints 
perceived by the officials of HASP regions In Ktorala.

4. Percentage analysis on the constraints perceived by 
tho officials in the dissemination of messages in the 
k a r p regions of Karsala.

5. Pereanfcago analysis on the infrastructural constraints 
perceived by the officials in the esakp regions in 
itstala.

6. correlation between the perception of selected group 
of constraints and overall perception of constraints 
by the officials.

7. The moan perception on the areos of constraints 
perceived fey the contact farmers of Kerala.

8. Distribution of contact farmers based on tha average 
score in the perception of different areas of 
constraints and socio-economic status.

9. Percentage analysis on the administrative constraints 
perceived toy the contact farmers of m B P  regions in 
Kerala

10. Percentage analysis on rbe infrastructural constraints 
perceived by the contact farmers of harp regions in
iSarala.
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11. The mean perception score on the areas of the 
constraints perceived by the contact farmers of 
Kerala.

12. Correlation among the perception of areas of 
constraints, socio-economic status and adoption of 
selected practices.

13. Correlation between the perception of constraints
by the contact farmers in the adoption of selected 
practices of paddy and coconut and their adoption 
behaviour.
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®£*Io « 3

1 . Perception seor« on fete areas of constraints
perceived by the officials of t and V? system in sSsrala*

si.
No. as® a Jtoan J0

seoro score
coefficient

of
variation

1 . Perception of 
ad ainistrative
constraints

2. Perception of 
constraints in the 
dissemination of 
messages

3. Perception ©£
infrastrastsaral
constraints

36.9 4.8

36.S 4,0

134

11%

30.9 4,72 I2;t

Xt is evident from the table 3 that the average 
score on perception of constraints j. b  different areas 
oro respectively 35.9, 3S.5 and 33.9 tilth standard 
deviation of 4,6, 4,0 and 4,72 and coefficient of
variation is 13 per cent 11 per cent and 12 par sent.
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Table - 4

2. Distribution of officials based on the mean score 
in the perception of different areas of constraints.

Perception of Perception of Perception 
si. administrative constraints of infrast™
No» score constraints in the ructural

dissemination constraints 
of message

Freg- Perea™ Freq- Perce™ Freq™ Perce-
uency ntage uency ntage uency ntage

Mean 36.9 3S.5 36.9

1. Mean and
above 126 76.83 113, 68.90 1 1 2 68.29

2 . Belov? mean.
score 38 23.17 51 <31.10 52 31.71

Total 164 100.00 164 100.00 164 100.00

From the table 4, it is evident that among 164 
respondents having the perception of administrative 
constraints 126 (76.8%) officials nave perceived above the
average score and 38 (23.17%) below it. In fcha case of
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perception constraint in the dissemination of messages 
113 respondents (66.9%) perceived the constraint above 
che means score and 51 officials (31.1%) below it. But 
in the ease of perception of infrastructural constraints 
112 officials (68.29%) perceived above the means score 
and 52 of them (31.71%) below the mean score.

/
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tiMet »  &

3, ewmtbmm mailitaia ©» aSoleiseralfcia© ©erjsfcgataSs peseetwd fey ttsa affj.el.s43 

o£ v«W£> seg&tas io narafca.
© a 154

al#
Ua* yssfeweeftsi

■j&sfetea© mtg&ofi && f% b eentsM*
W&&G8 ps&'i&e® ofctltKgft raataa tm*zl

amm segis©ts » 33 n » 20 a » 3-3 8 * S? JS »  3? ® • *64
£ *S a? K P

=»&s y an* v gfiffllRistea&ea a© eat jaswld® gaificiet® 
fas'SJs t® aaafc fete®®©«aco ec 
©ssfcssssian westers

25 C3»5 ts Sfe.l a? 30 93 91.2 33 S9.«® *16 S5.02

a . ?t® 2 &d& v ®«i*®fers£4oa 
*a toz vicuvick m ifieisras 
fSisaeial assiasaaea to 
ecaciuct gj«seaftffsfeieB3

3. Sew«£fi$BB8ea3. ssrogcamea ©teas ttes 2 q bGi tf uoffteees 
aIJ«to»«3 ts «®%©s#1sb 
w&rters <114 Aeoss&a** 
SfcsJr war* tes3 aesl 
rc&cas efe® ©^nfcrafcfc® 
cr, if arxi ¥ acrfes*

2? 9© 20 93.3 3$ 83.3  20 7S.4 33 04.00 439 34,13

38 93.3 29 95,69 23 ?©•? SI 93 29 9C.3 436 S2.93
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F % V % S? 54 F 54 ff % S' 55

4. xasufielaBt promotional
avenues ©£ field level 
waters in T and v 
system

21 70 27 30 20 66,7 30 81 30 S3 128 76,03

5» CsQcpsHt transfer of 
Qsstenaion workers wi.Il 
adversely affect fehair work 23 76,7 27 90 26 B6.7 33 81,2 2? 73 136 82.93

G, Xha $ okS v aamiaiBtration 
do not giro i'sport oneo in 
appreciating the active 
workers la fcha system 2S 83,3 24 80 17 06.7 31 83.R 29 76,4 126 76.83

?. S'he underofcaSfing
increases quantum of work 
of QjtfconoiOR -workers which 
will adversely affect tholr 
X and V utrk

20 60.7 22 73.3 24 80 21 56.0 29 73.4 116 70.73

8, Iho field level extension 
tjorkers will not get
sufficient fcicta to attend 
the urgent needs of the 
contact farisara <3us to fixed 
schedule of visit.

19 63.3 26 86.7 21 70 23 62.2 25 67.6 114 69.SI



r % v

9. lijsrSiaat© delay id 
granting fringe
benefits fee extension 13 43.3 25
tjorters

10. The * aid v
afii&ini strata on So not 
giv© angsorfcanc© in
posting tho sxtension 20 06.7 19
vwrters an piaess of 
ttelr choice

11, $te field level
extension workers aro
ghirsing f r ®  their IS SO 17
responsibilities <Sua 
to Improper supervision

12. The 5? ar.fi V
administration do not
give inportanco for 9 30 IS
proper follOKup
action

66

2  4 F 4  F F 54

83.3 15 50 33 89.2 27 73 113 68.9

63.3 21 70 21 56.8 23 62.2 10# 63.41

56.7 13 43.3 18 48.6 19 SI . 4 82 50.00

SO 12 40 12 32.4 27 73 75 45.73
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Table 5

It is evident fro® the table 5 that ©ere tfam 
70- per cent: of the official® invariably perceived the 
©fcateraants § m m  o m  t o  s i x  a s  t h e  m a j o r  a S r t s i a t r a f e l v e  

©onstraiats irrespective of the regions*. sat with 
refsreb©.© to the statewsnfc 11 end 12 only 30 to SO p©r 
cent'©S the officials perceives it as major administer 
active constraints* la general, sore than SO per cent 
& £  tte officials’ p m m i m ® ,  all the statement @@ major 
â siifilstrative- constraint in ail the regions*'
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Table 6

4# Percentage analysis on the constraints perceived by the o ffic ia ls  in  ttaa 

di semination ©£ messages in  the regions of f8erala.

a » 264

Southern Hegion o f High alti** Central Earfchern 
« ’“tatem^nt region problem tu3s region region Total

tw, ** area region
D a  30 a ®  30 b s  30 n ® 37 a s  37 n » 164

r A S  , P 'A V S ,i s %

2, Xnadocjuate facilities 
for getting scientific 
publications and 
periodicals to extension 
writers

27 90 26 86,7 25 83.3 33 89.2 31 83,0 142 86.60

3. Absence of contact
farmers in their field 
during tfUi& visit 24 78.7 27 90 21 70 34 92 28 73.4 134 81.70

3. Extensive jurisdiction „ „ „ __plotted to V W S  23 76,7 26 8 6 .8 27 90 26 70,3 24 64.9 126 76.03
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r

4. Fortmghtly training 
oossions arc raoro
theoretical in nature 36
rather than practicaloriented.

5. laaSoguats us© of teachingaide for oisill development 17in fortnightly trainings
6. inprepcr facilities to useteaching aids during VMS 18field visits.
7. IsacJt of interost andresponse oi: the contact 20farmers.
8. f*ast of the contact Sassers have poor ability to receive and 

transmit technical 21 
information to fellow formers.

9. Most of the contact farmaro 
are not adopting recaaEsnaed practices due to losis of 24 
Infrastructural facilities.

% F

86.7 22

85.7 21

60 19

60.7 15

70 24

80 9

73.3

70

03.7 

50

80

26.7

2? % F «. r S4 F ,S

23 83.4 26 70.3 27 74 126 76.83

32 73.8 33 86.5 27 74 119 72.56

31 70 34 92 17 45.3 103 66.46

17 56.7 22 59.5 30 81.0 104 6 3.41

21 70 27 73 19 51.4 112 66.29

20 66.7 25 67.6 25 67.6 102 63.20
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3? % r  vs & i $ % r & F

10, Most o£ tho message 
reecMasmfiations arc not 
bassd on feh© local 
conditions

11, XjCtb cesxrunication oltlll
of the fi o M  level 
ess&anaion workers

12, M w  level subject matter 
toacwledg® of field level 
extension workers.

2S 83.3 10 33.4 21 70 23 62,2 If 51.4 98 59.76

13 43.3 16 53.4 19 63.5 30 3 1  13 38 91 55.49

11 36.7 23 43.3 2© 67.4 IS 40.S 16 43.2 75 4S.73

Sec® the t a b l o  6 it is found that ooxb than 60 psr cent of the officials invariably 
perceived the otateiflanfc from one to nine, as tho major constraints ± n the disstainaticn of 

message irrespective of the regions. With reference to the sfeateraesato 18 to 12 only 36.7 to 
60 per cent o£ the officials perceived it as major constraint is the disatsination ©£ messages, 

is general isors than 60 par cent o t  the officials perceived all the sfeatemsi&s a© major 

constraint in all tho regions.
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Sabi© -  7

S. Percentage analystc o k the infrastrucfcura 1 constraints perceived by fete 
officials in the hasp regions In Kerala. n o 184

Si.So. Statensnfcs
southern Region of High alti~ Central northern 
region problem tueia region region i’otal

areas regionn a 30 n ■= 30 a ~ 30 n « 37 n » 37 n « 164

1. High e©st of planting 
matara-als. manures and plant protection chemicals

2. High labour cost

3. Absence of suitable 
export price

4. Inadequate irrigation 
facilities

5. insftacuuto of flea 
iacilitas tor field lava! 
extension %ostera

29 96.7 28 93.3 29 86.7 33 89 32 86

29 96.7 29 96.7 24 30 35 94.6 31 83

27 90 20 93.7 27 90 35 94.6 3il 92

28 93.3 23 76.7 29 96.7 30 81 33 89.2

24 80 25 83.3 29 96.7 29 78.4 30 81

F %

151 92.07 

148 90.24

151 92.07

143 87.20 

137 03.54



6* Absence «C subsidy facilities
7. nerâ availahllity ofexperienced Isbtwrers atthe pea* tiro of aosioultucal speratless
3. Inafioqaats fiaaiseisl assistanca
3. Atoosca of olacteieiti' SacUiUoa
10* InaSemat®! nsartatiry faeilitios
11. Isafetpate transport facilities
12, shortage of go«3 quality planfcliy a-sterials, fsct-Uisc-rs? one p-larst protection chsaioals etc.

w % s

25 56.3 24

26 66.7 25

23 76.7 24

22 73.3 21

20 66.7 23

1® 63,3 23

19 63*3 20

a s’ % 

00 25 83.3

83.4 13 63,4

00 19 63.3

70 25 83.3

70.7 25 83.3

76.7 25 @3.3

66.7 23 76.8

72

p >s r

24 78.3 29

29 78,3 2?

28 75.7 85 

27 73 25

29 73.4 20

23 62,2 23

26 70® 25

% J? 54 

70.3 132 89,49

73 126 76.83

67.6 119 72.36 

67.® 120 73.17 

54 117 71.34 

62.2 113 68.90

67.6 113 68.96
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The data presented m  the taole 7 shows that 

more than 70 per cent of the officials perceived the 

statement from 1 to 10 as the major infrastructural 

constraints, irrespective of the regions. But with 

reference to tne statements 11 and 12 only 60 per cert 

and above officials perceived their as major infrastruc

tural constraints. By and large more tnan 70 per cent 

of the officials perceived all the constraints as 

major infrastructural constraints m  all the regions.
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Sable • 8

S. Correlation between the perception of selected 
group of constraints and overall perception of 
constraints by the officials.

n «• 164

Si.
HO. /urea 'r' Value

1. Perception of administrative t
constraints 0.4612

2. Perception of constraints iss the 
diaessinsfeion of messages 0.3107

3. Perception of infrastructural aconstraints 0.3420

*#

** significant at 154 level

The correlation between perception score and 
administrative constraint, constraint in the disemination 
of massage, infrastructural constraints and overall 
perception of constraints, were calculated and presented 
the table 9>. She constraints perceived by the
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officials were found to be positively and significantly 
correlated among themselves.

In the correlation analysis it was found that 
perception of administrative constraints, constraints 
in the disemination of messages and perception of 
infrastructural constraints by the officials were
positively and significantly correlated with their 
over all perception of constraints.
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Sable - 9

7. Tho mean perception on the areas of constraints 
perceived by the contact farcers of msala.

si.
110„ Area m a n  ss 

score score
coefficient

of
variation

1. Perception of 
admi nistrative
constraints

2 9 Perception of
infrastructural
constraints

3. socio-economic 
status of the 
contact farmers

39.7 4.32

39.6 4.10

33 2.74

U K

10%

7.47%

in tii® analysis it is found that the average score 
of administrative constraints perceived by tho contact 
farmers was 39,7 and that o£ infrastructural constraint 
was 39.6 with standard deviation of 4.32 and 4.10 
respectively and coefficient of variation 1 1 and 10 per 
cent of each constraint, so,there was consistency among 
farmers as for as their respoga towards constraints.
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6, Distribution of contact farmers based on the average
score in the perception of different areas of 
constraints and socio-economic status.

Table - 10

si.No.

Percaption perception secio- 
of admini- of infrast- economic 
strative ructural status 

constraints constraints
% F % F %

Mean 39.7 39.7 35

1. Mean and above 134 78.32 102 60 114 67.06

2. Below mean 36 21.18 68 40 56 32.94

Total 170 100 170 100 170 100

In the analysis it is found that among 170 
respondents there are 36 contact farmers perceived below 
the average score of administrative constraint and 134 
above it. sixty eight farmers have perceived below the 
average score of infrastructural constraint perceived by 
them were as 102 respondents above it. But in the case of 
socio-economic status 56 farmers perceived the constraint 
below the mean score and 114 farmers perceived above the 
moans score.
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9. Percentage analysis on the aflnU.nlstrative constraints perceived fey tho contact
farmers of hasp regions in Kerala. n ■» 170

southern Region High atti** Central northern

EaSd.® -  11

SI. statement region of tad© region region "totalHO> problem regionS2TQ3a = 30 n «s 30 a® 30 a = €0 n » 40 n o  170
F % V % V & -£ % 2 % v °S

1. teck of providing sufficient
inputs in time for adapting 28 93.3 26 06.6 29 96.6 33 82.5 39 975 155 91.2
message recommendations

2. Field level workers are
glvan axtansiva jurisdiction 28 93.3 28 93.3 27 30 36 90 36 B0 155 91.2

3. Good guality irputa are
not otraplied in tins 27 90 28 93.3 29 26.6 34 85 37 92.5 155 91.2

4. The t  and V administrationdo not provide support 26 06.6 29 96.6 27 90 36 90 33 82.5 151 82.82
price for the agricultural 
produco ot contact farmers



F • %

S. Lack.-of sufficient allotment' of funds for conducting . 25 83*3
demonstrations '

- 6* Frequent transfer of
extension worker in T  and ¥ 28 . 93.3

, system

■ 7. ■ Absence of proper office
faciliti©®' to field level 24. -80
©ssteiision workers

8. Plant protection equipments/are -not made available to. ■ 25., 83.3
contact farmers. in tiro© • .

9* Lack of proper follow up .
actions Qf implemented 63--3programmes, in the T  and’ V *
system

10. Allotment of duties other ■
than T  and V works to VLMS 24 80

m
F % F % F  % F % F %

28 93*3 28 '93*3 36 90 33 82.5 150 88,2

26 86*6 ' 24 "  ' m  35 87.5 28 7 0  • 141 82,94-

29 96.6 24 ■ SO;. 32 - 80 . 28 70 137 80.37

20 66.6 28 93*3 28 70 35 87*5 136 80

25 83*3 24 80 ' 33 82.5 27 67.5 128 75.29

24 80 15 50 31 7 7 . 5  26 65 120 70*59*



F 5S F % F % F % F % F %
8 0

11. lack o£ proper
£aCillW.es for noting 15 53 i7 5 6 .6 6 13 43.3 22 55 17 42,5 84 49.41down the messages for *
contact farmers

1 2 . shirking from 
rosponsibilities by the
field level workers 15 50 12 40 14 4S.66 17 42.5 23 57.5 81 47.64due to improper 
supervision

It is evident from the table 11 that more than 80 percent of the officials invariably 
perceived the statmenisl to 8 as the major administrative constraints perceived by the contact 
farmers irrespective of the regions. With reference to the statements 9 and 10, 70 percent 
and above respondents perceivedtbaras major constraints and statements 11 and 12 forty seven and 
above per cent respondenis perceived as major constraints. In general, more than 70 percent 
of the respondents perceived all the statements as major administrative constraints in all 
the regions.
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Table - 12

10. Percentage analysis on the infrastructural constraints perceived by the contact
farmers of HARP regions in Kerala. n « 170

southern
region

n = 30

region
of

problem
area

n = 30

High atti
tude

n — 30

Central
region

n = 40

northern
region

n = 40

1
Total 

n » 170

P % F % F % F °/o F % F %

1. High labour cost 
(high wage- rate) 29 96.66 27 90 27 90 37 92.5 39 97.5 159 93.53

2. Absence of support price 
for agricultural produce 29 96.66 28 93.31 29 96.66 36 90 36 90 158 92.94

3. Absence of subsidy 
facilities 28 93.33 27 90 28 93.33 36 90 36 90 155 91.18

4. High cost of planting 
materials fertilisers 
and plant protection
chemicals

29 96.66 29 96.66 29 96.66 28 93.3 39 97.S 154 90.59



5. Inadequate irrigation
facilities 26

6. Non-availability of
inputs in time 27

7. Non-availability of 
electricity facility 27

8. Absence of getting sufficient 
financial assistance in time 21

9 • NOn-availability of
experienced laboures at the 2s
peak time of agricultural 
operation

10* Improper marketing facilities 10
\ '

11, Non-availability of good
quality planting materials and 20 
other inputs in time

12. Inadequate transport
facilities 16

m
%  , F %  F  %

86.66 16 53.33 29 96.66

90 19 6 3.33 24 80

90 14 46.66 25 83.33

70 22 73.33 26 86.66

86.66 19 63.33 15 50

33.33 22 73.33 29 96.66

66.66 15 50 23 76.66

60 16 53.33 28 93.33

P %  F  . % F %

35 87.5 32 80 138 81.18

26 65.00 31 77.5 127 74.70

33 82.50 23 67.50 126 74.11

31 77.5 26 63 126 74.11

38 95 20 50 118 69.41

30 75 24 60 115 67.64

26 65 27 67.5 111 65.29

24 60 18 45 104 61.17
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It is evident from the table 12 that more than 
74 percent of the contact farmers invariably perceived 
the statements from l to 8 as the major infrastructural 
constraints irrespective of the regions. But wi th 
reference to the statements 9 to 12 only 61 percent and 
above of the respondents perceived it as the major 
constraints. In general more than 70 percent of the 
respondents perceived all the statements as major 
infrastructural constraints in all the regions.



11. The mean perception score on the areas of the
constraints perceived by the contact farmers of Kerala.

n » 170

m

Table ~ 1 3

Si.
Mo. Areas Mean

score
Mean and above below mean
F % F %

2.

Constraints in the
adoption of 
selected practices 
of paddy cultivation
Constraints in the 
adoption of selected 
practices of coconut 
cultivation.

70 102

54.8 104

60 60

61.18 66

40

38.82

1»

The data presented In the table 13 indicate that out of 
170 samples analysed, 102 respondents perceived the 
constraints above the mean score of constraints in the 
adoption of selected practices of paddy cultivation. But 
in the case of perception of constraints in the adoption 
of selected practices of coconut cultivation only 104 
respondents have perceived above mean score among 170 
respondents studied.
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12. correlation among the perception of areas of
constraints, socio-economic status and adoption of 
selected practices.

Table - 14

Si.
NO. Area

r value
Adoption of Adoption of
selected selected
perception practice ofof paddy coconut
cultivation cultivation

1. Perception ofadministrative 0.0899 ns 0.0929 NS
constraints

2. Perception of
infrastructural 0.0267 ns 0.0432 ns
constraints

3. socio-economic *
status 0.2470 0.1147 N3

NS. Non significant * significant at 5% level
in the statistical analysis it is found that no 

significant association, or correlation was observed, 
between the administrative and infrastructural constraints 
and adoption of selected practices of paddy and coconut 
cultivation.

- in the case of socio-economic status it is found
that it has a significant correlation with adoption of paddy/
but not with coconut.
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Table ~ 15

13. Correlation between the perception of constraints 
by the contact farmers in the adoption of selected 
practices of paddy and coconut and their adoption 
behaviour.

n = 170

si.
Ho. Areas * r' Value

1. Constraints in the adoption of 
selected practices of paddy 
cultivation

0.2602

2. Constraints in the adoption of 
selected practices of coconut 
cultivation

0.3021

In the statistical analysis it is found that there 
is significant correlation between the perception of 
constraints and the adoption of selected practices of 
paddy and coconut cultivation.
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CHAPTSH V 
DISCUSSIOH

The results obtained in this study are discussed and
interpreted in this chapter under toe following heads,

1. Constraints perceived by the officials under 
different areas based on the average score#

2. administrative constraints perceived officials 
working under T and V system in Kerala.

3. Constraints in the dissemination of messages as 
perceived by the officials working under t and V
system in Kerala,

4. Infrastructural constraints perceived by toe 
officials working under 2 and V system in Kerala.

5. Comparison of administrative constraints perceived by 
the officials working in the selected regions in Kerala*

6. Comparison of constraints in the dissemination of messages 
perceived by the officials working in the selected regions 
in Kerala.

7. Couparison of infrastructural constraints perceived by the 
officials working in the selected region in Kerala.



3.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Relationship between adrainistrativs constraints 
perceived by the officials working under T and V 
system in Kerala and their over all perception.

Relationship between constraints in the disend.nation 
of messages perceived by the official working under 
T and V system in Kerala and their over all perception.

Relationship between infrastructural constraints 
perceived by the officials working under T and v 
system in Kerala and their over all perception.

Perception of administrative constraints by the contact
farmers in the T and V system in Kerala.

Perception of infrastructural constraints by the 
contact farmers in the T and V system in Kerala.

Comparison of administrative constraints perceived 
by vhe contact farmers of HARP regions in Kerala.

Comparison of infrastructural constraints perceived
by the contact farmers of HARP regions in Kerala.

Relationship between the perception of administrative 
constraints and the adoption behaviour of contact 
farmers in Kerala.

60
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16. Rel <*ionship between the perception of infrastructural 
constraints ansi the adoption behaviour of contact
farmers in Kerala.

17. Relationship between socio-economic status of contact 
farmers and their adoption behaviour.

18. Relationship between the perception of constraints by 
the contact farmers and tho adoption of selected 
practices of paddy and coconut and their adoption 
behaviour.
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1 , Percentage of constraints perceived by the officials 
under different areas based on the average score*

A close perusal of the tables 3 and 4 reveals 
that a good majority of the respondents are of the 
opinion that their work is seriously affected by the 
three sets of constraints such as administrative 
constraints, constraints in the dissemination of 
messages and infrastructural constraints. More than 
three forth of the respondents confirmed this view 
regarding administrative constraints. Sixty eight 
per cent of respondents experienced the constraints 
in the disemination of messages and 68.9 per cent of 
the respondents expressed infrastructural constraints 
are affecting their work. This view is supported by 
Perumal and Menon (1981) and somasundarara £1983). On 
the basas of the result it is suggested that action 
may be initiated by the authorities to minimise the 
problems experienced by the officials so that the 
efficiency and achievement of target can be enhanced.

2. Perception of administrative constraints by the 
officials working under T and V  system in Kerala.

The percentage analysis of administrative
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constraints as depicited In table 5 shows that 89 per cent 
of the respondents agreed »jith the problem of inadequate 
allotment of travelling allowances. In T and V system 
field level extension workers have to travel a lot as a 
part of their fixed schedule of work. This constraint is 
affecting to a greater extent in their day to day job 
performance. This view is supported by Susil kumar (1984). 
He observed thac low travelling allowance was the major 
administrative problem as perceived by two fifth of the 
AAOs in T and v system.

The improper financial assistance to conduct 
demonstrations is the administrative constraint as 
perceived by 84.76 per sent of the officials. It is 
observed that target was fixed to VLWS to lay out a number 
of demonstration plots for each agricultural season 
without providing sufficient financial assistance.
Farmers are generally not interested to take any additional 
risk by doing demonstration wienout getting any benefit. 
This finding is supported by Somasundaram (1983). He 
observed that inadequate subsidy for demonstration plots 
aid too many demonstrations to be conducted by the 
agricultural officers are the major administrative problems 
encounted by the agricultural officers in I and V system.
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Gfchar iongoing developmental programmes alloted 
to fiela level extension workers will reduce the 
efficiency of X and V work as perceived by 83.93 per sent 
of the respondents. Most of the ongoing developmental 
works were entrusted to vu-rs in X and V system. This will 
become a main barrier in the successful implementation of 
the system. This viow is supported by Perinbam (1981).
He observed that V M S  had eneounfced, the problem of 
undertaking responsibilities from other ongoing developmental 
programmes which reduces the concentration of X and V work.

xt is found that 79 per cent of respondents are 
of the opinion that there Is insufficient promotional
avenue for vuis. This problem is much relevant. This 
view is supported by somasundaram (1983). Ho observed that 
lac’s of promotional averse xa existing and encountered by 
the agricultural officers in X and V system. Perumal and 
ftenon (1981) also supported this view* it is suggested 
here that increased promotional chances nay increase their 
work efficiency, seventy eight per cent of the respondents 
agreed that frequent transfer of extension workers is 
an inporfcawt constraint faced by them, This view is 
supported by Betty Cherian <1984), she observed that 
frequent transfer of ACCs In I and V system was the
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important problem faced by them. A good majority (76.83%) 
of respondents are of the opinion that their work is not 
recognised properly in T and v systata. This problem may 
affect their attitude towards effective work. It is 
suggested that some incentives may be awarded to active 
workers for additional works in the system.

It is also observed that 70.73 per cent of the 
respondents felt that under staffing in the system 
increases quarrtora of work. This may become one of the 
major problems in the smooth functioning of T and V system. 
This view is supported by the findings of Kulhari (1981),
that understaffing was one of the major problems
encountered by the extension personnel in T and V system. 
This constraint can be rectified by posting required 
number of personnel in the system. It is observed that 
(69.92%) of respondents in having the opinion that they 
are not getting sufficient time to attend the urgent needs 
of the farmers due to fixed schedule of work. This finding 
is supported by somasundaram (1983). He observed that the 
VLWS of T and V system were facing the problem of lack of
time to attend the urgent needs of the farmers due to
fixed programme of work. This is a polJcy matter and
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henee «t@y be taelslecl toy the smtfaori'tlsis*. siscty sight 
per ©eat of the. tespoa&ente are of the -eplfiloft that they

■ ar© not getting fringe. benifi&a-in tf*at# utdefc f  and ¥ 
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Sixty then® per .-cent .of the respondents have
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saptoanrision,# S’feis. v4«w 4# sopposrted by ‘tfwieeei 
efc. el (1978), lie. observed that 'tons -of 'the ioptorhaist



problems encountered by the T and V officials was improper 
supervision. It is suggested here that the implementing 
authority may take proper steps to minimise the problem.

This study reveals that 45.73 per cent of the 
respondents have expsressed that no follow up action is 
undertaken on the programmes implemented through T and v 
system. It is suggested that this matter may be brought 
to the notice of the authorities who are formulating and 
implementing the programme.

3. Perception of constraints in the disemination of message 
by the officials working under T and V system in Kerala.

The data presented in table 6 reveals that
86.6 per cent of the respondents are of the opinion that 
there is very limited facilities for getting scientific 
publications. This denote that the VbWS and AB03 are 
facing difficulties In gaining uptodata technical knowhow. 
This constraint may negatively affect their job performance. 
Rao et al (1979) observed that untimely supply of 
publications was one of the major constraint in 
disemination of massages by extension personnels. Bhatia 
et al (1975) also supported this view. It is suggested

95
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here that regular supply of agriculcural publications 
should be arranged for extension workers. It is seen 
that 81.70 per cent of respondents is of the opinion 
that contact farmers are not seen during the field 
visits of VIM s. This is perhaps due to the negative 
attitude of the farmers, or the inability of VLWS to 
convince the farmers about the use of their visits. In 
this respect it is suggested here that maximum ease should 
be taken to follow the norms and conditions in the 
selection of contact farmers. This view is supported by 
somasundaram (1983). In a study he observed that one 
of the important problems existing in T and V system was 
absence of contact farmers during the VLWS visits.

It is observed that 76.83 percent of the 
respondents opmed, that one of the constraints is that 
of allotment of extensive jurisdiction to VI/WS in T and V 
system. It is suggested here that since it is a policy raattei 
and hence authorities may look in to this matter and the 
area may be fixed according to the norms of the system.
This finding is supported by Kalaichelvan (1984). In a 
study he observed that one of the important problems faced
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by the extension workers was allotment of larger 
jurisdiction to extension workers. Fortnightly training 
sections are more theoretical in nature rather than 
practical oriented. It is suggested here that this may 
be tackled by giving more emphasis on practical aspects 
in fortnightly training section. This is supported by 
the finding of susilkumar (1984). Sixty six per cent of 
the respondents opined that improper facilities to use 
teaching aids during VJjVis visits. In this connection 
it is suggested that infrastructural facilities may be 
increased.Panday (1980) obsered that inadequate use of 
audio visual aids are the main problem experienced by 
the ASOS in T and V system.

It is observed that 68.29 per cent of the 
respondents expressed the view that contact farmers were 
not showing any interest to receive and adopt messages. 
This factor may be investigated and reasons may be 
analysed. Perumal and m n o n  (1981) also observed that 
lack of interest and response from the contact farmers 
was one of the problems confronted by more than two fifth 
(11.58 ,) of AACfe faced in T and V system. It Is also 
observed that 59.76 par cent of the respondents are of the
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Opinion that most of the message recommendations are not 
based on the local conditions of the areas. The messages 
formulated on the monthly workshop were of a general 
nature, so farmers of a particular locality may 
experienced difficulty to adopt It. This view is 
supported by Jaiswal et al (1978). He found that field 
staff projected the problem, that the recommendations 
under training sections, were not profitable and 
practicable in farmer*s fields.

It is observed that 55.5 per cent of the respondents 
expressed the problem of low communication skills of VLWS. 
It is observed that VLWS working under T and V system sr® 
not in reach of any reading materials having innovations. 
Library facilities in all subdivisions may be provided, 
and this may help to solve this problems. This view is 
supported by the findings of Rao et al (1979). They observed 
that untimely supply of publications was one of the 
constraints in the disemination of messages by the 
extension personnel. From the table it is found that
45.7 per cent of respondents confronted the problem of 
low level suoject matter knowledge of extension workers in 
T and V system, it is suggested that this problem can over



come by giving periodical training, and enhancing 
communication skills of these workers.

4, Perception of infrastructural constraints perceived by 
the officials working under T and v system in Kerala.

The data presented in table 7 indicate that high 
cost of agricultural inputs, high labour cost, absence of 
support price and non-availability of irrigation facilities 
are the major infrastructural constraints experienced by 
more than 90 per cant of the respondents, it is suggested 
that this may be the main reason for non adoption of 
message recommendations. In the I and V system there is 
no arrangement to supply inputs or provide infrastructural 
facilities to farmers for strengths!ng the adoption of 
messages. This finding is supported by Kulhari <1981).
In a study he found that high cost of agricultural inputs, 
high cost of labour and non-availability of irrigation 
facilities were the important problems for non adoption of 
messages in X and V system. Inadequate office facilities 
of VMS and absence of subsidy facilities were the major 
problems as encountered by more than 80 per cent of the 
respondents. This problem may adversely affect the job

sa



performance of V W S  and hence facilities may be provided 
to overcome this constraint. This view is also agree 
with the findings of Perumal et al (1981). rbey found that 
problems faced by the extension functionaries were lack 
of financial assistance# subsidy facilities# and non 
provision of office facilities for VMS.

Non-availability of ©iperlenced labour at peak time 
ot agricultural operations# and financial assistance in 
time# absence of electricity facilities and inadequate 
transport facility are the important problems experienced 
by 70 per cent and more respondents. It is suggested here 
that the authorities may review the situation and proper 
steps may be taken to overcome these constraints. This 
finding is also supported by Kalaicbelvan (1984). In his 
study of farm technology transfer through T and V system, 
he found that non-availability of experienced labour, 
financial assistance# and electricity were the important 
problems experienced by the extension workers in T and V 
system.

It is found that 68.9 per cent respondents are of 
the opinion that non-availability of good quality planting 
materials# fertilisers and plant protection chemicals are 
the Important constraints faced by them.

im



Comparison of administrative constraints perceived 
by the officials working under HARP regions in Kerala.

Table 5 i ndicatesperaentage score of 
administrative constraints* experienced by the officials 
of different HARP regions of Kerala. In the region of 
problem area above undertaking responsibilities of other 
ongoing developmental programmes to extension workers 
will reduce the concentration of T and V work. VLWS and 
aeos are generally experiencing this constraints* This 
opinion is also supported by the respondents of other 
regions more or less* to the same extent. This may be 
due implementation of area base schemes by the department. 
It is suggested here that scheme work may not be 
entrusted to field level extension workers of T and V 
system, which will adversely affect the efficiency of 
the system.

It is also observed that a good majority 
(above 80%) of the officials in the five regions are of 
the opinion that there is inadequate financial assistance 
to conduct demonstrations. This constraint is more or 
less uniformly expressed in all the regions. It is also 
found that field level workers were not getting enough 
funds to meet their travel expenses. This constraint is
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very dominant in northern region (.94%) and high altitude 
region (94%). This may be due to under staffing, uneven 
terrain, lack of transport facilities and officials 
having extensive jurisdiction. It is also observed that 
more than 78 per cent of the officials of all the regions 
except region of high attitude (56.7%) have expressed that 
the active workers are not appreciated for their work in 
T and V system by the higher officials. The officials of 
high altitude region are not in much favour of this constraint 
probably because either they are not doing any active work 
or they may have a different attitude in this regard.

It is also found that officers of all the regions 
(more than 73%) is supporting the view that frequent 
transfer of extension workers will adversely affect their 
work and so the authorities have to look into the matter.
It is suggested that since this constraint is uniformly 
expressed in all the regions, it has to be taken into 
consideration. Also there is inadequate promotional 
avenue to field level workers. This view is strongly 
supported by the officials in the region of problem area 
(90%) and least support was given by officials in the 
high altitude region (66.7%). It is quiet strange that 
officials of this region are not giving much importance
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to these problems. This phenomena Is probably due to the 
feet that they might have developed a different attitude 
in this regard and it require further investigation. It 
was observed that understaffing increases quantom of work. 
This constraint is expressed uniformly from all the regions 
except central region (56.8%). Acute shortage of staff is 
observed in the region of high altitude. This may be due 
to the peculiar geographical and unfavourable climatic 
conditions. From the experience of the researcher it is 
observed that most of the officials posted in this region 
used to take leave or get transfered. The officials 
working in high altitude region expressed (70%) that they 
are not getting posting in places of their choice.
Respondents of other regions are more or less uniform in 
their opinion about this problem. Majority (32.2%) of the 
respondents of all the regions are of the opinion that 
they are not getting sufficient time to attend the urgent 
needs o£ the farmers due to fixed programme. This problem 
is highly experienced in region of problem areas (86.7%) 
and lowest m  central region (62.3%).

It is observed that majority of officials (50%) of 
all the regions have expressed their view that field level 
workers are shirking from their responsibilities due to lack of



supervision. It is also found that there is delay in 
gating fringe benefits to field level workers. This 
view is assuming top priority in central region (82.2%). 
This indicate.lack of enthusiasm of superior officers,in 
this respect, it is also found that in all the regions 
follow up action is lacking in the programmes implemented 
through T and v system. This phenomena is highest in 
Northern region (73%) and lowest in (30%) southern region.

Comparison of constraints in the disemination of message 
perceived by the officials working under HARP regions in 
Kerala.

The results given in table 6 reveal that a good 
majority of officials (83%) have expressed, inadequate 
facility, for getting scientific publications. This 
constraint is viewed more or less equaly in all the 
regions. It is found that fortnightly training is more 
theoretical in nature. Officials of Southern region 
(86.7%) and central region (70.5%) expressed this 
constraint. It is found that officials of all the HARP 
regions expressed that message recommendations givenfrom 
monthly workshop, are not based on local conditions.
This opinion is lowest in problem region (33.4%) and



highest in southern region (83.3%). Shis may be due to 
variations of field conditions is southern region. In 
problem area, the field conditions, is more or less 
homogeneous in nature and hence the recommendation is 
more applicable in this region.

It is also found that the message recommendations 
are not taking into consideration the availability of 
infrastructural facility of the farmers. This opinion is 
expressed by (76.7%) in southern region where as in 
region of problem areas it is 36.7%. In southern region 
local situation and availability of infrastructure 
facilities vary, from place to place whereas this problem 
ia more or less uniform in ether regions. From the result 
it is observed that one of the major problems experienced 
is that, of the absence of contact farmers in their field, 
during VLWS visits. Highest score (92%) obtained in 
central region and lowest in high attitude region (70%), It 
is also observed that extensive jurisdiction is alloted 
to extension workers. This is experienced mostly in high 
attitude region and lowest in northern region (64.9%). 
it is observed that most of the contact farmers have poor 
ability to receive and transmit message recommendations 
to fellow farmers. This opinion is very high in region of

IQ5



problem area (80%) and lowest in northern region (51.4),
It is suggested here that this problem can be tackled by 
careful selection of contact farmers in these regions. 
Another important finding is that of "tack of interest 
and response of contact farmers". This constrains is 
expressed by more than (50%) of -che officials in all the 
regions. It is found that there are inproper facilities 
to use teaching aids during visits of yt,W s. The highest 
score (92%) obtained in central region and lowest score 
in Northern region (45.9%). Other regions scored mere or 
less 70% . It is found that there are inadequate 
usage of teaching aids in fortnightly training section.
In all Tche five NARP regions, this constraint; is viewed 
uniformly (70%). it a s observed that teaching aids for 
skill development is not properly used in fortnightly 
training sections. It is also found in this study that 
the communication skill of field level extension workers 
is very low. The maximum score ootained is from central 
region (81%) and lowest from Northern region (35%). It is 
suggested that an intensive periodical training should be 
given to v&ws to enhance their communication efficiency. 
Field level workers of cenoral region need some special 
training in this aspect. It is observed that there is low
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level subject matter knowledge among field level workers. 
The maximum score obtained was (66.7%) from high attitude 
region and lowest from southern region (36.7%). It is 
suggested that special attention may be given to VLW!s 
to enhance the subject matter knowledge.

7. Comparison of Infrastructural constraints perceived by 
the officials of HARP regions of Kerala.

f
fable 7 indicate!that more than (33%) of officials 

expressed the view that high labour cost is the major 
problem. This constraint is uniformly prevelant in all 
the regions. It is observed that high cost of inputs 
(86.5%) is also a major constraint expressed by the 
officials in all the regions. Majority (above 90%) of 
officials in all the regions agreed that absence of 
support price is one of the most important constraint.

More than 81 par cent of respondents of all the 
regions agreed that inadequate irrigation facility is the 
inportant constraint. It is also observed that more than 
73.2 per cent of officials of all regions is of the view 
that non-availability of experienced labour is one of the 
major constraint. Officials of high attitude region (63%) 
as of the opinion that labour shortage is not a problem i



Majority of officials of all the regions observed that 
78 % absence of subsidy facility is an important 
constraint. Results indicate that tbere is inadequate 
bousing facilitiesibr VLais in tbeir working area (above 
78%). a good majority of the farmers is of the opinion 
that they are not getting assistance in time. In the 
case of high altitude region the perception score is 
less than 63.3 percent. when compared to other regions, 
this deviation is due to the fact that major portion of 
the land is utilised for cultivating cash crops like 
pepper. Ginger, Rubber etc. It is explained that they 
are not facing much financial stringency whan compared to 
the farmers of other regions. She officials of all the 
regions, uniformly expressed (67%) that they are 
experiencing lack of electricity facility.

With regard to the constraint of inadequate 
marketing facilities, a good majority of the respondents 
(64.5%) have expressed that they are not having 
enough marketing facilities. It is expressed that 
quality planting materials, fertilisers and plant 
protection chemicals, ere also not getting in time.

100
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This constraint is prevalent in all the regions. It is 
observed that majority of the respondent (62.8) of all 
the regions expressed that inadequate transport is one 
of the major constraint experienced by them.

8. Salationship between administrative constraints perceived 
by the officials working under T and V system in Kerala 
and their over all perception.

The data presented in the table 8 revealed that the 
administrative constraints are significantly correlated
with the overall perception of constraints by the officials.

. i r
This indicate the attitude of respondents and Which. may 
affect to a greater extent in the successful inplementation 
of the T and v system.

9. Relationship between constraint in the disemination of 
messages perceived by the official working under T and V 
system in Kerala and their overall perception.

A close perusal of table 8 highlights one of the
is

important points in this study/that tho constraints in the 
disemination of messages are significantly correlated 
with the overall perception of constraints by the officials. 
This shows that all the respondents are highly conscious
about the constraints and this may affect in the 
disemination of messages.
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10. Relationship between Infrastructure!.constraints
perceived by the officials working under T and v system 
in Kerala and their overall perception.

Table 8 reveals that the infrastructural 
constraints are significantly correlated with the overall 
perception of constraints by officials. This shows that 
these constraints are influencing the respondents to a 
certain extent.

In the analysis of these three sets of constraints 
with perception, it is found that all these constraints 
are significantly correlated with overall perception and 
among themselves. This indicate that each set of 
constraints are more or less uniform and inter related 
in its own area. Mare over ail the respondents have a 
clear cut perception about each set of constraints. The 
result shows that all the respondents are highly conscious 
about the constraints that are influencing in their work.

11. Perception of administrative constraints by the contact 
farmers in the T and V system in Kerala.

The results obtained with regard to administrative
'.v C

constraints perceived by the contact farmers are presented 
in the table 11 is discussed in the following pages. In
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this connection it is relevant here# to mention a few 
points with regard to the administrative problems perceived 
by the contact farmers in T and V system. Eventhough it may 
appear that the contact farmers have no direct connection 
with administrative constraints in T and V system, but in 
the final analysis, it is felt that farmers are directly or 
indirectly influenced by the administrative problems which 
arises from time to time in the administrative set up of 
T and V system. To clarify this an example is given here. 
Government is implementing a scheme,that the civil supply 
department have to purchase vegetables from farmers directly 
at a reasonable price to elemlnate middle men and thus help 
the vegetable growers to get a good price. This scheme is 
implemented through agricultural department. Field level 
workers encourage farmers to cultivate more vegetables. 
Farmers in turn have taken loans from cooperative Banks and 
produces good quality vegetable. The government didnot 
allot sufficient funds to the civil supply department to 
purchase the vegetables in time,due to administrative delay 
and the flow of funds to civil supply department is delayed. 
The net result is that the civil supply department become 
helpless to purchase the vegetable produced by the farmers 
under this scheme. The cultivators in turn may experience



much hardship to repay the loan >asi do not get better price 
to chair product. In the first appearance it may look that 
the farmers are in no way connected with the administrative 
problems of the department. But if we analyse critically
it will appear that farmers are directly or indirectly

aaffected by/day to day administrative problems,/ raising from 
time to time in the Agriculture department. Prom the 
experience of the researcher it is observed that this type 
of administrative problems used to affect mast of the 
schemes implimented by the Agriculture department.

Prom the results it is found that a good majority
(93.23%) of the farmers is of the opinion that T and V
administration is not initiating action to provide sufficient
quantity of inputs in time. It is also found that contact
farmers perceive (82%) that T and V administration do not
allot sufficient financial assistance to conduct
demonstrations, it is also found that 91.2% of the respondent
experienced the problem that T and V administration did not
take proper steps to supply inputs in time. Eighty nine 

of thepercent/contact farmers expressed that the T and V 
administration did not take action to allot support price 
for the agricultural produce. It is seen from the table 
that the respondents are also of the opinion (91.2%) that
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the T and V administration allooted extensive jurisidlction 
to ViiWS and hence effective contact is not possible with 
field level workers.

In this connection it is suggested here, that this 
aspect putforth by the farmers is to be reviewed by the 
implementing authorities and extensive area should be 
limited. Farmers also expressed that (82,94%) frequent 
transfer of field level workers is also seriously affecting 
the contact farmers. From the table it is seen that 57 per 
cent of the respondents are of the opinion that T and V 
administration do not provide office facilities for field 
level workers in their working area. It is found that 
80 per cent of the respondents are of the opinion that 
authorities do not give any help for proper maintenance 
of the plant protection equipments possessed by the contact 
farmers. It is also observed that the majority (91,2%) of 
the respondents have expressed their view that T and V 
administration do not initiate action to supply quality 
inputs. The farmers are of the opinion that T and V 
administrators allot other on going programmes to VLWS and 
hence -chair visits are much limited. Forty nine psrcerst 
expressed that administrators in T and V gyscem are not 
taking steps to provide facilities for recording the 
message recommendations. In this connection, it is to be



noted that this is also observed by the researcher that 
it is an important constraint experienced by the contact 
farmers. It is seen that the verbal messages are not 
much retained by the contact farmers. Most of the 
messages are remembered from memory and during the 
process most of the key points are left out. In addition 
to this, the names and quantity of plant protection 
chemicals are left out and hence ic is very important that 
some arrangements may be given to record the messages in 
a book. This fact may be considered in the light, that 
most of the contact farmers are literate. Forty seven 
percent contact farmers also expressed the view, that 
improper supervision of authorities may oe the reason for 
shirking from the responsibilities by VM S .  This may be 
the reason for limiting the frequency of visit.

12. Perception of infrastructural constraints by the contact 
farmers in the T and V system in Kerala.

It is observed from the data presented in table 12 
that more than 98 percent of respondents expressed this 
constraints as most important. They also expressed that 
high cost of plant protection chemicals, fertilisers and 
planting materials are the other constraints. This view 
was supported by Perumal and Manon (1981). They observed
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that high cost of inputs was the important problem faced 
by the contact farmers in T and V system and was the main 
reason for nonadoption. Ninety percent of the respondents 
expressed high cost of labour, absence of subsidy 
facilities, absence of irrigation facilities and absence of 
support price for the agricultural produce as the major 
constraints for non adoption. Shis is in line with the 
finding of Thyagarajan (1981) that high labour cost and 
high cost of Inputs were the major constraints in adoption. 
Ihis is also supported by the findings ©f f&ilhari (1981), 
More than 72 percent of the contact farmers expressed that 
the constraints experienced by them are inadequate 
marketing facilities, non-availability of experienced 
labours at peak time of agricultural operations, non
availability of adequate quantity of agricultural inputs 
in time, and absence of adequate transport facilities.
This findings agree with the findings of senthil (1983) 
and Perumal and Menon (1971).

13. Comparison of adniinl strati ve constraints perceived by the 
contact farmers of harp region in Kerala.

Xfae data presented in table 2 indicate that all the 
respondents in the five regions are of the opinion that 
they ar© not getting input® in time under T and V system*
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It is also noted that the majority of the contact farmers 
in all the regions are of the opinion that T and V 
administration has alloted an extensive jurisdiction feo 
VlnS and hence the respondents are facing difficulties,
Inis view is also expressed by the officials in the T and V 
system. More than 70 percent of the respondents of all the 
regions are of the opinion that frequent transfer of V u -is  

will reduce their regular contact with farmers, it is also 
Observed that supply of inputs may be strengthened. More 
than 80 percent respondents in all the regions have also 
expressed that they should be given support price for their 
agricultural produce, sighty five percent and more 
respondents of all the regions also expressed that they 
should be giveiysinancial assistance. It is also noted that 
more than 66 per cent of feme farmers of all the region are 
of the opinion that repairing of plant protection equipment 
may be arranged in time, They are of the opinion that ! and V 
administration should not give additional works other than 
T and v works, it is also observed that more than 70.S per 
cent respondents of all the regions are of the opinion that 
T and V workers may be given office facilities in their 
working areas. More than 63 per ear>-c respondents of all the 
regions are of the opinion that follow up action is not 
strictly followed, iiore than 50 percent of contact farmers



of all the region is of the opinion that T and V 
administration is not providing infrastructure facilities 
for implimenting massage recommendations, it is also 
observed that the respondents of southern region (50%) 
and northern region (57.4%) is of the opinion that there 
should be proper supervision with regard to the proper 
lnplamentatlon of T and V system.

14.Comparison of infrastructural constraints perceived by the 
contact farmers of na rp regions in Kerala.

The data presented in the table 12 indicate that all 
the respondents in five regions except central region (70%) hav 

expressed that high cost of planting materials and other 
agricultural inputs, ol$ on*.of the major constraint. It is 
observed by the researcher that socio-economic status of the 
farmers of central region is higher when eonpaped to other 
regions. Perhaps this may be the reason why this particular 
constraint Is not much affected. It is also noted that 
majority of the respondents of all the regions are of the 
opinion ,90% and aoove) that they are not getting support 
price for their agricultural produce, and at the same time 
the labour cost is high. It is found that respondent of all 
the regions are of the opinion \90% above) that they are not 
getting subsidy facilities. Majority of the respondents
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in all the regions (63% and above) expressed that non
availability of inputs in time, absence of electricity 
facilities, non availability of labour at the peak time of 
agricultural operations, as the major constraints. It is 
noted that (80% and above) respondents of all the regions 
except respondents of problem area, expressed lack of 
irrigation facilities. Most of the area of this region is 
of a low lying terrain, so irrigation is not a problem in 
this area. Respondents of all the region uniformly expressed 
(65% and above) that they are not getting financial assistance 
m  time.

Contact farmers of all tne regions except region of 
problem area, expressed the view that they are not getting 
sufficient quantity of good quality planting materials J n 
time, it is observed that planting materials produced by the 
agricultural department is largely shifted to region of 
problem area for implementing special schemes at subsidised 
rate.

inadequate
It is also observed in the table thatytransport facility 

is one of the important constraints felt by most of the 
respondents (53%) in the region, of-problem area. All the 
farmers except those of Southern region expressed their view 
(59.5%) that inadequate marketing facilities is one of the
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major constraints. Only 33 percent of contact farmers of 
southern region are of this opinion. It is explained here 
that with regard to marketing facilities, southern region 
is having comparative better developed infrastructural 
facility when compared to other regions.

15. Relationship between the perception of administrative 
constraints and the adoption behaviour of contact farmers 
in Karala.

Table 14 reveals that there is significant relation
ship between administrative constraints perceived by the 
contact farmers and adoption of selected practices of paddy 
and coconut cultivation. In other words this denotes that 
adoption is influenced by the administrative constraints 
perceived by the farmers. From the experience of the 
researcher it is also found that adoption of improved pract 
Ices of coconut and paddy is influenced by administrative 
constraints. In the absence of any previous research 
studies in this line it is suggested her® that, these areas 
require further exploration.

16. Relationship between the perception of infrastructural 
constraints and the adoption bohaviour of contact farmers 
in Kerala.

The data presented in the table 14 indicate that
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there is significant correlation between infrastructural 
constraints perceived by the contact farmers and adoption 
of recommended practices of paddy and coconut cultivation. 
The supply of inputs like seed fertiliser, etc. might 
induce the farmers to adopt improved practices. Hence the 
result indicate positive significant relationship between 
perception of infrastructural constraints and adoption 
behaviour.

17• Relationship between socio-economic status of contact 
farmers and their adoption behaviour.

Table 14 reveals that socio-economic status of the 
contact farmers have a positive and significant 
relationship with adoption behaviour. This may be due to 
the peculiar situation existing in iferala that paddy 
cultivation is not so remunerative when compared to 
coconut. Only afluent farmers with high socio-economic 
status undertake improved methods of paddy cultivation.
On the contrary almost all coconut cultivators 
irrespective of their socio-economic status adopt 
improved practices of coconut cultivation.



Relationship between the perception of constraints 
by the contact farmers In the adoption of selected 
practices of paddy and coconut and their adoption 
behaviour,

She data presented in table 15 shows that 
the perception o£ constraints in the adoption of 
selected practices of paddy ana coconut and their 
adoption behaviour are having a positive and 
significant relationship. In general a person who 
knows the problems and prospect of technology can 
adopt It. The proper perception of constraint in 
the right perspective is one of the major 
factors influencing adoption of any practice. Hence 
in this study also, a significant and positive 
relationship is seen between the perception of 
constraints and adoption of selected practices of 
paddy and coconut.
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CrSAtTaR VI 

s u m m t

This study was under taken to fled out the 
constraints in the functioning of Training and visit system 
and to bring out short falls if any, to the lima light. In 
order to achive this an analytical approach was under taken 
to study the important constraints perceived by the 
personnels working under the Training and Visit systems and 
tho major constraints felt by the contact farmers in the 
attention of selected farm practices of paddy and coconut 
cultivation with the fallowing objectives.

a) To analyse tho major administrative constraints in 
implementing Training and Visit system in Kerala as 
perceived by the esiuonsion personnel and contact farmers.

b) To study the constraints felt oy the personnel in the 
dissemination of messages frcm monthly workshop to 
contact farmers,

c) To identify the infrastructural constraints in the
if'adoption of messages within the Braining and Viaiu system.

d) To correlate the extent of adoption of iHproved farm 
practices in paddy and coconut with the constraints 
perceived by the contact farmers.



This thesis is divided under seven chapters viz 
introduction, Theoretical orientation. Methodology, results, 
discussion, summery and reference etc. The introduction
chapter is dealing with the general outlook of the study.
The theoretical orientation chapter consists of tho 
specific objectives as per the programme of research, review 
of literature of past studies for supporting the important 
variables selected theoretical concepts and definition of 
variables and the hypothesis were included. The materials 
and methods employed and statical analysis used in the study 
was included in methodology chapter.

In this study samples were selected from the five 
N.A.R.P. region of Kferala. From one region one district and ore 
agricultural sub division «as selected and included all the 
district level and sub divisional level extension officials.
Ten percent of the total agricultural extension unit in the 
selected district was selected randomly from the identified 
sub divisions. All the agricultural extension officers of the 
selected unit and five agricultural demonstrators from each 
agricultural extension units were also randomly identified.
Two contact farmers were identified randomly from each 
selected agricultural demonstrator1s area and thus making 
the sample of 164 officials and 170 contact farmers for the 
study.
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The preparation of the statements regarding the 
important constraints perceived oy the officials as wall 
as the contact farmers was undertaken on the basis of a 
pilot study* rtegardirjg the constraints perceived by the 
officials in the areas of administration, dissemination of 
massages tot infrastructure, 120 numbers of constraint 
statements wore prepared in consultation with the 
agricultural extension officers working under T and V 
system, resource personnel and other agricultural experts 
in the college of agriculture. Valleyani on the baste of a 
pilot study. It was found that twelve constraint 
statements were most relevant in each areas, and those 
relevant statements asro utilised for further study.

The statements for constraints perceived by the 
contact farmers in the areas of administration infrastructure, 
adoption of selected farm practices of paddy and coconut 
wore alsip identified in the light of a pilot study. The 
most relevant statements were identified and taken for 
further study,

socio-economic status of the contact farmers was
raoasured using a scale developed by tfankacaramayab (1983). 
Thera are eight independent characters In this scale.



Sum of these eight characters were taken together for 
computing the socio-economic status of an individual ryot.
The adoption quotient of improved farm practices of paddy 
and coconut cultivation was measured using a scale 
developed toy Apparao (1975). Correlation and percentage 
analysis method was used in this study to analyse the 
varience.

On the bases of the program© of research work, three 
independent variables via. administrative constraints, 
constraints in the dissemination of messages and 
infrastructural constraints with respect to officials 
were taken, with regard to the contact farmers administrative 
constraints, infrastructural constraints, constraint in the 
adoption of selected improved farm practices of paddy and 
coconut, and socio-economic status were taken as independent 
variables. In data collection two sets of questionnaire ware 
formulated for officials as well as for contact farmers.
The data collected toy interview method.

The study revealed that with regard to officials 
administrative constraints was positively correlated in 
their perception of constraints among twelve constraints.

IZB
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Korsthan (855S) of tbs respondents perceived that 
insufficient grant of travelling sspance to field level 
workers, insufficient finance allottmsat to conduct 
dostonotratlons in farmers field* and allotment of additional 
work other than X and V to astension workers are the raost- 
important constraints they felt.

It was also found that constraints in the
dissemination of massageswere positively correlated in their
perception, jsaong the twelve constraints studied, eighty 

of theseven percent^ respondents perceived that Inadequate 
facilities for getting scientific publications is the major 
constraint, eighty percent and above respondent perceived 
that extensive jurisdiction of field level workers, 
fortnightly training sections are more theoretical in nature 
rather than practical oriented, and absence of contact 
farmers in their fields during V W S  visits are also the 
major constraints they experienced.

She study also found that the infrastructural 
constraints perceived by the officials was positively 
correlated with their perception, among the twelve 
relevant constraints studied, it was found that 95% of 
the respondents perceived that the high cost of inputs.
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high 1about wage cate ace the major constraints. Morethan 
(92%) of the respondents felt that absence of suitable 
support price, absence irrigation facilities, inadequate 
transport facilities, sire the major constraints while 
above (8054) respondents perceived that inadequate subsidy 
facilities is also important.

in the case of adoption administrative constraints 
perceived by the contact farmers stec& positively correlated, 
nlnenty two percent of the respondents perceived that 
$ and V administrators do not provide the required inputs 
and financial assistance to conduct demonstration. Eighty 
nine percent of the respondents perceived that absence of 
suitable support price is one of the major constraint.

She infrastructural constraints perceived by the
contact farmers were positively correlated to adoption of
improved practices of paddy and coconut. It was observed
that out of twelve important constraints studied (98) percent
respondents perceived that high cost of planting materialsand
and inputs, high wage rate of labours^ lacis of subsidy 
facilities as the major constraints, socio-economic status
of the contact farmers was positively correlated with 
adoption. It was also found that the constraints perceived 
oy the contact farmers in the adoption of improved practices 
of paddy and coconut Hare positively correlated with adoption.
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APPENDIX - I

Constraints analysis of Training and Visit system in Kerala 
(Interview schedule for officials)

GENERAL INFORMATION

(The data collected will be used only for research purpose)

A. 1. Designation of the officer
2. District
3. Name of sub division
4. Name of AE/AD Unit
5. Age
6. Experience in the present 

post
7. Experience in the other 

post held

3 Educational qualifications

1. Intermediate/Diploma in 
Agr./KGT Agrx,

2. Graduation other than 
agriculture

3. Graduation in 
agriculture

4. post graduate

C Training acquired Duration No. of training
1. Pre service training
2. Orientation training
3. In service training
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g. Host impo- least not
* A administrative constraints impo- rtant impo- impo-
* rtant rtant rtant

A B C D
5. Frequent transfer of 

extension workers will 
adversely affect their work

6. The T and V administration 
do not give importance in 
appreciating the active 
workers in the system

7. The understaffing increases
quantum of work of extension 
workers which will adversely 
affect their T and V work

8. The field level extension 
workers will not get 
sufficient time to attend 
the urgent needs of the 
contact farmers due to 
fixed schedule of visit*

9. Inordinate delay in 
granting fringe benefits to 
extension workers

10. The T and V administration 
do not give importance in 
posting the extension 
workers in places of their 
choice.

11. The field level extension
workers are shirking from 
their responsibilities due 
to improper supervision.

12. The T and v administration 
do not give importance for 
proper followup action.
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A B c a
3, Dissemination of massages

1. Inadequate facilities for
getting scientific publications ansi periodicals to extension 
workers

2* Absence of contact farmers in their field during Vhws 
visit

3. Extensive jurisdiction slotted to vuis
4. Fortnightly training sessions 

are more theoretical in nature rather than practical oriented,
5. Inadequate use of teaching aids for skill development in 

fortnightly trainings
6m Improper facilities to use tsachin^ ^ids during v u m  

field visits
?, hack of interest and response 

of the contact farmers
6. Host of the contact fanners have poor a b i l i t y  to receive 

and transmit technical information to fellow farmers.
9, Moat of the contact farmers are not adopting recommended 

practices due to lack of 
infrastructural facilities.
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10. Host of the message 
recommendations are not based 
on the local conditions

11. Low communication skill
of the field level extension
workers

12. Low level subject matter 
knowledge of field level 
extension workers.

C. Infrastructural constraints

1. High cost of planting 
materials, manures and plant 
protection chemicals

2. High labour cost
3. Absence of suitable 

support price
4. Inadequate irrigation 

facilities
5. Inadequate office facilitbs 

for field level extension 
workers

6. Absence of subsidy facilities
7* Non-availability of experienced 

labourers at the peak time of 
agricultural operations

8. Inadequate financial assistance
9. Aosencs of electricity 

facilities

A B C D
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A B C O

10. Inadequate marketing 
facilities

11. Inadequate transport facilities
12. shortage o£ good quality 

planting materials, fertilisers and plant 
protection chemicals etc.
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Check list for calculating the weightage for different
selected improved farm practices recommended for cultivation 
Of paddy and coconut.

In order to study the adoption of selected improved 
farm practices of paddy and coconut were planning to measure 
the extent of adoption. As you know there are many practice 
that are to he followed by a farmer if he wants to cultivate 
this crops scientifically. But these practices vary in 
their difficulty of adoption. Please you rate the following 
practices an a view point rating scale keeping in view its 
intrinsic difficulty for adoption by the farmer, while 
checking the practices given below for the case of adoption 
please do put consider factors like economic conditions of 
the farmer, facilities available to him etc. Assume that 
all these conditions are favourable please consider only 
the difficulty in the adoption of these practices. Decide 
the difficulty for each of the following practices and put 
a tick ( > mark in the appropriate column.
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Appendix IV continued

Checklist for calculating the weightage for different 
practices fecocs ended for cultivation of paddy and coconut.

very easy nelth diffi- very 
. easy to er nor cult dlffi-

jr"* Improved Agrl. Practices to adopt diffi- to cult
* adept cult to adopt to

adopt adopt

A - Coconut

1. Using good quality 
seedlings

2. spacing
3. Fertiliser application
4. Irrigation
5. Plant protection

B - Paddy crop

1. Using of good quality 
seed

2. Using suitable variety
3. Fertiliser application
4. Transplanting
5. Plant protection
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Appendix V

Selected improved agricultural operations for paddy and 
coconut cultivation and vieightage attached to each practices.

Selected improved agrl. operations Weightage

A - Paddy cultivation

1. Using good quality seed 2.40
2. Using good variety suited to localitysoil and climate 2.20
3. Fertiliser application 3.10
4. Transplanting of seedlings 2.73
5. Plant protection 3.63

B - coconut cultivation

1. Using good quality seedlings 2.00
2. Fertiliser application 2.83
3. Using suitable variety 2.90
4. Irrigation 3.53
5. Plant protection 4.23
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socio economic status scale

Items

Occupation

Ho Qeen pation
Un skilled
Semiskilled
Skilled
Perming
Professional

Landholding 

No land
Less than one acre 
1 - 5  acre 
Above 5 acre

Caste

Scheduled caste
Most backward 
Backward 
Forward 
Dominat
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4. .§auca.fcion
09 schooling Illiterate 0
functionally literate l
primary school 2
Riddle achool 3
High school 4
College S

5. soclo political participation

1. without any official position in
soclo political organisation 0

2. Official position in one or more/organisation 1
3. Official position in school and

political committees 2
4* financial contribution orraising fund for common worJc 3
5. Active office barer 4
6. involmant in community nor Is 5

6. Possession

1. Hams 0
2. ooa farm animal (sullocls. Buff allow 

and cow)/eyele
3« $wo farm animal s/oulloci! cart/ 

Radio
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4* Three to four farm animal/
improved farm impliments/Newspaper/ 
electricity

5. Five to Ten farm animal s/Gobar gass 
plant/pump sat

6. More than ten farm animalg/'Tractor/ 
automobiles

House

Shed thatched 
Mud wall end thatched 
Bick wall and tiled 
concrete house 
Concrete double storied

8 House hold

Small
Medium
Large
Very large 
Special feature

3

4

5

1
2

3
4
5

1
2

3
4
5
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abstract

with an objective to analyse the constraints of 
training and visit system in Kerala a study waa conducted 
in the selected districts of five HARP regions of Kerala 
State namely, Trivandrum, Alleppey, Zdukkl, Trichur and 
Malappuram. In the study it was aimed to identify the 
importants constraints perceived by the officials, in the 
areas of administration, dissemination of message and 
infrastructure, and also the important constraints 
perceived by the contact farmers in the adoption of selected 
farm practices in paddy and coconut cultivation. The study 
revealed that the administrative constraints perceived by 
the officials were positively correlated with their over 
all perception of constraints. This shows that the 
administrative constraints felt by the officials has a 
greater influence on their day to day official work, among 
the twelve administrative constraints studied, it was 
found that 10% and above respondents perceived as important 
of seven administrative constraints. The constraints in 
the dissemination of message also found positively 
correlated with perception, snong the twelve constraints 
in the dissemination of message it was found that 70% and 
above respondents perceived as important in six statements



and this indicate that these are the very important 
constraint in the dissemination of messages* Xn the 
analysis sis infrastructural constraints scored tnost- 
iKoortant by 70% of the respondents out of twelve 
constraints analysed. This indicate that infrastructure 
constraints has a greater influence in the perception of 
officials on their official duties. Xn the case of 
contact fanners administrative constraints correlated 
in the adoption of selected farm practices of paddy and 
coconut. Shis constraint has an influence in the 
adoption of improved farm practices of paddy and coconut 
cultivation. Xt was also found that infrastructural 
constraints positively correlated with adoption of 
selected practices in paddy and coconut cultivation.
All the other variables viz. socio-economic status, 
constraints fait by the contact farmers in the adoption 
of selected farm practices of paddy and coconut were 
also found significantly correlated. It was also observed 
that constraints perceived by the contact farmers in the 
areas of administration, infrastructure and dissemination 
of message was positively correlated with adoption.


